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Part I
Childhood Memoirs

What's In A Name
By Robert Hinojosa

With each step taken, whether on sidewalk, back roads or side
streets,
You have a name,
Given to you without choice,
It will sit in the back of your mind, guiding your decisions,
But remember, when it causes you grief, brings you joy,
It is a name, there might be countless others with it,
But, it is yours,
When you have nothing to hold, Look to your name,
When your pockets are bare, Look to your name,
When the path before you is unclear, Look to your name,
When you hold the last piece of the puzzle, Look to your name,
When you finally twist an orange off a tree, for fun, Look to your
name,
And when the sun rises after the darkest of nights, Look to your
name,
It might have been given to you, but you made it what it is,
Look to your name and realize,
Even though it might have been decided,
Long before you knew it, ever thought of what it was, or what it
meant,
Your place never was,
Know that when the sun shines, and the moon brightens your
path,
That you have a name, that you are beautiful as you are,
For once,
Someone looked into your eyes, and in that moment,
Saw all you are, dreamed of all you ever would be,
And,
Gave you a name.
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Meetings

By Trier Ward
Brilliant blue
desert Goddess,
with rays shining
off the planes
of your incandescent
face and your
midnight black braidsTell me, why is this desert
so cold, though
it never snows
here in the shadows
of the War Zone,
here where we
meet in these circles
off Zuni Street?
I see you. I hear you,
oh brilliant blue Goddess!
Don’t stop shining.
Don’t stop speaking
in these spirals,
these circles
where we meet.
For you, Brilliant One,
are the gem
breaking through ancient mountains.
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Niece

By Yo Luke Mendez
Pencil Drawing
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Lover’s Beauty
By Gideon Cecil

You are like the brilliant sun
rise at dawn,
Your immaculate beauty inspires
my poetry.
You smile like the full moon
in the pristine
beauty of the night
Your sacred eyes are my
mesmerizing delight.
Sit like a queen in your
elegance and grace,
Your hair is like a flowing
stream cascading
down a mountain
And now you are like
the beauty of the
rainbow fading away
from me in the placid
afternoon as the sun
sets over a blue mountain.
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Ant Woman
By Trier Ward

Riding a bicycle down
the Pan American Freeway
is a white knuckle experience.
I thought I liked
the rush of adrenalinebut somehow it’s
different, less glamorous,
as I imagine my bones mangled
in asphalt, a Lexus bumper, and glass.
Still, it’s the fastest
way to get to where I’m going
and it’s cold out,
so I’ll take the chance.
It’s why I bought the helmet.
Fuck it anyway.
Goddammit.
I’m not going to
let life kick my ass.
And if I get squashed
like an ant, so be it.
I’m sure God loves
every little ant he ever made
and they all go to Ant Heaventhat big picnic in the sky.
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ESL

By Jesus Cortez
I cannot remember when my tongue
began to twist in the ways of
the American lexicon, but I remember
the twisted road to the promised
land of the attempted murder
on my soul, the constant death
threats on my mind, the broken
words and phrases memorized
and still meaningless—and my
first tongue slowly dying in
shamefulness as I learned how
to mimic those who never cared
for my education, as their broken
language attempted to fix mine;
and then, one day, as magical words
left my mother’s holy lips, I realized
that my first language had never
truly been mine, and my second was
to be my third as my goddess
told me stories of ancient women
who spoke to the earth as they helped
give birth to generations of
magical children, and yet someone
had attempted to make me a mere
mortal.
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Comiendo Barbacoa Los Domingos Por La
Mañana
By Dr. Melba Salazar-Lucio

Having been born in the Majico Valley has been a blessing. I am
both brown and white...like a rich piece of milk chocolate candy
bar...the kind with the velvety texture seducing one's tongue and
palate. I come from a familia rich in traditions...these traditions
which are fading as fast as the last day of summer sets in the
pinkish golden Valley sky. How can I keep traditions from fading?
Is there magic here? I realize change is inevitable.
Que paso con las tortillas y el menudo y las tripas que hacía
abuelita? Oh now we have Taco Bell...the greatest Mexican food
north of the border...NOT!
Que paso con los tacos de maíz y de barbacoa de el First Street
Grocery cercas del barrio del Ramireno en Brownsville, Texas? Los
tacos de ojo, lenguita y sesos...los que nos choriaban de manteca
en nuestras batas de la Segunda el domingo por la mañana antes
de la Santa Misa? Es triste si no probaste estos tacos. It saddens me
if you have never experienced the taste of my childhood Sunday
ritual tacos. I think menudo still runs through some of our veins
from the childhood I remember.
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Apenada en su Cumpleaños
By H. A. Hathaway Miranda
Digital Photography 11x14
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PTA Meeting with Grandma
By David Aguilar

They meet in the cafeteria at school because there’s a stage,
curtain and everything.
except all the white tables are in the corner
replaced by brown folding chairs.
before they start everyone says hi and talks,
and I sit and wait for pta to be over
so I can go home and play games like my brothers
an old white lady in a school tshirt comes by my chair
and I don’t want her to sit next to me because she smells
but she stops at my grandma and is like,
Hi. How are you?
and my grandma says,
Bien. Har ar dju?
and smelly is like ok and moves to the next row.
jeremiah, whose mom is in the wheelchair, goes
dude your grandma speaks stupid
and I don’t say anything because his mom is in a wheelchair
and mom always says not to be rude to them
so I stare straight ahead, clenching my teeth and fists
then grandma looks at me and says,
Porque llores, mijo? Que pasó?
and I say the only thing I know in stupid,
De nada.
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Chorizo Selecto

By Griselda J. Castillo
Mom used to take me with her across the bridge to Nuevo
Laredo for things we couldn’t find on this side of the border. If
we ever needed medicine, a cheaper mechanic, or some non-FDA
approved goods, we were sure to find them en el otro lado. You
couldn’t tell what came from this side or the other, if it wasn’t for
the labels. Our cupboards housed groceries that saw the border
as arbitrary and the stuff we got at the Sorianas cozied up next
to the stuff from HEB. Mom liked the convenience of shopping
in Laredo, said it made her English better. But my dad loved the
food he grew up eating and his appetite is what kept us crossing
back and forth over the river.
The last time we crossed together was when Mom and I
brought back Chorizo Selecto. You can’t get this type of sausage
in Laredo even though you can get tripas, which I think the FDA
would consider more of a health concern. Intestines are worse
because the dirtier they are the better they taste fried up in pig
lard, whisked around a cast-iron disco. Getting chorizo was the
most rewarding errand to run but also the riskiest because of
the drug dogs. The Border Patrol agents were wising up. Mom
couldn’t pretend she didn’t know English anymore which meant
she also couldn’t pretend she didn’t know we were smuggling
contraband. If dad crossed with us and mom was more relaxed,
he’d let me shove my white shoes into the railing so I could lift up
and balance on my stomach. I looked down at the river expecting
fish but don’t remember seeing any. Just plastic bags cruising the
thick water and the occasional t-shirt tangled in the weeds. We
never worried about the agents.
It’s funny to me that chorizo means so much to my
father. When they were very poor newlyweds they owned only
a few pieces of furniture including the hand-me-down table my
grandparents gave them as a wedding present. They propped
up its broken foot with a tobacco tin and one morning dad
accidentally kicked the leg and sent chorizo and eggs crashing
down to the floor. It had been the last link and there was no more
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work that week which also meant no money for more chorizo.
Chorizo has always been precious to him.
I knew we were getting chorizo because it wound mom
up. The border laws were changing quickly and dogs sniffed
around the bridge most days now. Some of the agents kept their
hands on their guns when they asked us for proof of citizenship.
One time, mom got so anxious about the agents she threw chorizo
in the river, afraid of being caught. She hesitated and sighed a lot
before she finally tossed it and we watched it hit the water with a
sad splat. She had starved as a child. This was hard for her to do.
On this morning, I sipped hot chocolate as mom and I watched
the back of dad’s truck drive north away from the bridge. It was
a bizarrely cold day. The clouds were low and gray and made the
hibiscus flowers lining St. Agustine plaza stay closed, as if they
were bundling up to keep warm. Mom had overdressed me. She
hurried me to the crossing and forgot her coffee on a bench.
Our breath puffed out in front of us as we crossed the bridge. The
river looked heavy, pressed flat by the cold. We walked up two
blocks past the placita to a pink mercado called “La Michoacana”
where an old man in a white apron and hat was behind the
counter. He had a big gray mustache that didn’t move even when
he laughed and would give me goat milk candies if I didn’t lean
on the glass counters.
I loved this place because of the colors and because it
reminded me of the spring the citrus and spice made me forget
it was dreary outside. There were pyramids of oranges, baskets
filled with bananas, papayas, melons and meats hung up behind
a glass window. The man with the mustache moved away from
the register in front of customers in line and took our money at the
end of the counter.
Mom tensed up as he took 1 slender white box with red
lettering from inside the deli case and put it on butcher’s paper.
He turned the box so the words “Chorizo Selecto” faced us,
opened the top and pulled out 12 skinny links he put in a small
black plastic bag. He handed it to mom and walked back to the
customers in line buying sliced fruit cups dusted with chile. Mom
put the bag in her purse and we were on the wet sidewalk headed
towards the bridge again. There were no dogs sniffing around
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cars this morning. Mom relaxed and another sleepy customs agent
waved us by. She even smiled, happy we got away with it.
Chorizo Selecto is a dense, small sausage that is made on one farm
in Nuevo Laredo. The original famer and his wife were grandpa’s
childhood friends and started making it when grandma was
pregnant with dad, the same summer a drought obliterated their
onion crop. They dropped a case of it off at grandpa’s tire shop the
afternoon dad was born as a way of saying congratulations on the
birth of their son.
When I fry Chorizo Selecto, it crumbles and crisps in the
amber pool of fat it releases. Once the meat darkens, I crack eggs
over it at stir with a metal spoon. Chorizo has to be made almost
at the end, once the last tortilla comes off the griddle and the
beans and salsa have made it to the table. Each plate of chorizo
and eggs I eat reminds me of all the things that happened on the
days we ventured out to get it. I taste the anxious sweat on mom’s
forehead, the green snake of the river, the slick gray asphalt on the
bridge. I feel my father’s craving pull at me from the town across
the border and be sated, our link to Mexico kept alive within a
frail sausage casing.
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The San Diegan
By J.A. GomezM

The first time I landed in jail was for nearly killing hundreds
of people at the age of ten; it would’ve given me the infamous
distinction of being the youngest mass murderer of all time.
Although those deaths would prove to have been unintentional,
I’d nevertheless secure a place in the annuals of horrific crimes
committed by children. A train named The San Diegan running
back and forth from Los Angeles to San Diego is the second
busiest commuter in the country, and that name along mine,
my brother Bobby, and the Perez brothers, would forever be
acknowledged in the same breath associated with juvenile
delinquency in America.
These were the Johnson years when our world depended on
mechanical engineering and computers were still in their infancy.
Therefore, digital exactness did not exist when human oversight
or error (usually on the spot) oftentimes resulted in disastrous
repercussions, much different from today when a hacker can
deliver global catastrophe without leaving his bedroom.
One morning headed for Catechism, I noticed the lock on the
railroad switching mechanism laying there unclasped on the
gravel like a forgotten child. I should have reported the oversight,
but devilry got the better of me, and instead, pulled the lever
that connects this track to the adjacent track carrying trains
traveling in the opposite direction. One rightfully would expect
an alarm in case of such a misstep, or some other precautionary
solution, but there wasn’t one, someone had dropped the ball, and
unfortunately we were there to pick it up.
The railroad tracks ran perpendicular to Amerige Park, a historic
baseball field where a barnstorming Babe Ruth once obliterated
baseballs, and our own Walter Johnson hurled fire before joining
the Babe in baseball’s first group of inductees into the Hall of
Fame. Right next door is the Fullerton Boys Club, my home away
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from home, and where I had the honor of competing with Gary
Carter, another future Baseball Hall of Famer. Nestled besides
it is St. Mary’s Catholic Church, where our holy Sacrament
indoctrination waited that Saturday morning of scheduled
Catechism.
If anyone needed salvation, it was us kids hell-bent on trouble;
our Catechism books are in the bushes and our hands free. For
the most part, I was an obedient boy who had recently discovered
naughty behavior, a tad above being curious, much like what
fibbing is to just kidding. Miguel and Hector were brazen spirits
of imaginative creativity. Hector once prostrated and lifted
his legs to put a flaming matchstick to his ass and cut a fart
transforming himself into a human torch.
Adept at filching vending machines, disabling combination
locks, replaying pin-balls games, retaining dirty books, and never
got caught sneaking into Angel Stadium. Now those were lofty
accomplishments, and that morning when we discovered the
wayward lock, I saw the opportunity to earn myself a little bad
boy respect.
Our police station stands one block from the crime scene, and
thank goodness because from there came a cop car crossing these
tracks at precisely the moment of me flipping the switch. I might
have returned the lever to its rightful position but the jolt of his
loudspeaker scared the shit out of us, and we ran off. We fled
through the park fence and hid behind the first house in Fullerton
(Amerige House) from where we could see the swarming
authorities examining the neglected apparatus and discussing this
horrendous mistake. Behind Fullerton’s birthplace, we begged for
forgiveness, offering God the solemn promise to fulfill our
First Holy Communion obligation and Confirmation, too. On
opportunity of their preoccupation we ran to St. Mary’s Church
whose doors never close like the Kingdom of God never closes for
the pious and deserving.
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She was a sight for guilty eyes with her beaming cross and storied
belfry holding the silent bells gearing up to sing. Besides her gift
of divine intervention, the church would be the right place to hide
taking into account the Boys Club has not yet opened. The main
entrance handles never appeared so mighty and again I’m the one
to grapple the shaft that opens the doors for the ultimate change
in opposite directions. This time there’s nothing, no motion, no
smooth cooperation; I can’t believe it and again pull, nothing, the
doors were locked. The four of us together tug with no avail and
realize that God is not ready to forgive and will not allow passage.
We huddle and plea and try again, no, the door will not budge,
sorry, God has halted us cold in our tracks.
A mini strip mall is the nearest structure and our best option
for cover. By now the cops must be closing in and by sheer luck
we find the least likely of stores already open. It’s an ice-cream
parlor which normally would not be our first choice because they
are very expensive. Ice-cream cones at Thrifty’s were five cents.
Without much of a choice we enter and order ice-cream cones.
Patrons are visible from outside, and when we see the cop car pull
up, we know our time has come. The policeman’s eyes are as cold
as ice, not ice-cream, clear, frozen, solid ice.
“Well, well, well, eating ice-cream like if nothing,” said the young
cop.
Our world comes crashing down on the sweet spot and without
batting an eye Miguel is pointing his sticky finger at me.
“He is the one that moved the railroad track.”
“I don’t care about that little boy, all for one and one for all,” said
the cop.
“Is everything O.K. officer,” asked the proprietor.
“These kids switched the railroad train tracks.”
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“Oh boy, that’s a capital offense isn’t it?”
“Ya bet cha,” said the policeman, throwing icicles at us again.
“I’m sorry, I didn’t mean it,” I said.
“You can tell the judge that," said the policeman. “Come along
now.”
In a chain-gang we follow the policeman and toss our ice-cream
cones into the trash. I sneak one last lick before mine goes in. The
ride to the station takes five minutes and soon we are in the same
holding tanks where killers, robbers and rapist are held.
“Good morning, Sammy,” said our policeman to the jailor.
“What are these guys in for?” asked Sammy.
“They switched the railroad train tracks.”
“Good Heavens, anybody hurt?”
“Nothing has been confirmed.” He gives us a disgusted look.
“Good thing I was driving by and caught these kids in the act.”
“Now that’s the luckiest thing I ever heard.”
“I understand there was a train,” said the cop. “Just up ahead.”
“And so what happened?”
“Well, I’m not sure, Sammy. But I heard they radioed and tried
stopping it.”
“Thank God for radios, officer.”
“These four here are in some hot water alright.”
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“The judge will probably throw the book at them.”
“They’ll never see the light of day.”
“So small, look at them.” Sammy shakes his head. “Now that’s a
shame.”
You can bet that we were bawling like little babies, when a buzzer
goes off and a red light starts blinking, Sammy looks up at his
monitor; I can tell he doesn’t like what he sees.
“This is turning out to be a bad day.”
“What’s going on?” asked the cop.
“They’re bringing in Mad Dog Washington.”
“Not again.”
Sammy puts on his holster belt and the cop clutches his.
“Sorry boys,” Sammy says to us. “I’m going to need that holding
cell.”
Our cop gets busy. “We’ll hold these four characters in the
interrogation room.”
Sammy pops open the door, and they shuffle in Mad Dog, a big
muscular white man of stringy hair everywhere, wearing an eyepatch and shackled. Our crying cranks up to a higher level.
“What’ch you got here, Sam?” asked the Mad Dog. “Fresh meat?”
“Railroad train track switchers, Mad Dog.”
“Well if I hadn’t heard it all, I’ve never even done that.”
They parade us through and I turn to see Mad Dog before
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entering the interrogation room.
“See you boys in the big house,” says Mad Dog and winks.
We’re seated at a table with a disgusted detective. Our policeman
has left but returns with three other curious cops.
“Well here they are,” says our cop to the others.
The sight of them brings on another round of tears, at which point
we start pleading.
“I’d be crying too,” said one cop. “If I was never going home.”
“They’ll never see their parents again.”
The detective reaches for a briefcase and finally speaks. “Got
something for you wise-guys,” he says, and throws our Catechism
books on the table. “Every seen these before?”
“Yes,” I whimper.
His look solicits an answer from the others.
“Sure,” says Miguel.
“A huh,” says Hector.
“Yep,” said Bobby.
“Sir, we told Jimmy not to pull that train switcher,” said Miguel.
“That’s not true, Mugger,” said Bobby.
“We didn’t say nothing, Miguel,” said Hector, upset at his brother.
“I didn’t mean to do it,” I said. “I was just playing.”
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“Doesn’t matter,” says the detective. “If one dummy does
something stupid, everybody pays.”
“That’s attempted murder isn’t it,” asked one cop, adjusting his
holster.
“First degree,” said the detective, still sitting with us.
“What a waste of lives,” said another cop.
“They’ll be old men before they get out,” said another. “Shame.”
“If, they get out,” says the other. “If?”
The officers are reinforcing the fear of God into us. Everyone
leaves except the detective and us sinners looking for solace inside
the dirtied covers of our Catechism books. “Read the part about
Thou Shall Not Kill, boys,” he says.
“Oh please, please, I’m so sorry,” I cried, and the others join in.
At that moment, a policeman enters and borrows the detective’s
ear. They exchange whispers and the cop walks over to stand at
attention next to the table.
“Listen up you,” the detective said to us. “Jimmy and Bobby your
Mother is here. It was a miracle that nobody died. Come with me,
I will take you to see her.
“My Mom?” I asked, looking at Bobby.
“Mom?” said Bobby.
“Yes, your Mother little boys,” said the detective. “Miguel and
Hector, this officer will guard you until I return. No funny stuff
huh?”
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“Yes sir,” said Miguel.
“O.K. officer,” said Hector.
The hallway was like a cave sprinkled with beasty-eyes in the
dark. Cops showed their dismay at the sight of us. The walk
is longer than anticipated, and I’m thinking we’re going to a
visitor’s chamber. For a minute Amerige Park comes into view
and I imagine Babe Ruth’s homers crashing through these
Mediterranean windows. The sight of Fullerton Boys Club hurts
because I’ll never see the inside again. And St. Mary’s Catholic
Church brings home what this whole nightmare is really all about.
The minute we hid those Catechism books was the moment we
found our downfall. The stern detective brings us into the lobby
where our Mother sits near the double-doors of freedom. We’re
going home. Our marathon crying extravaganza is miraculously
approaching its sun flushed finish line.
When we get home, my Mom had us pray for forgiveness at her
flaming altar. We fully confessed to past weekends of cutting
Catechism and it became apparent those absences have put us
behind and in order to complete the requirements, we’ll have to
start over. What happened after that? I don’t know, but we never
registered for classes again, and I never made my First Holy
Communion and neither did Bobby. But somehow, we did make
our way back to the Fullerton Boys Club. Thank God.
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Childhood Space
By Francisco Flores

Being in my room, or better yet space, was never very
fun. My room was the corner of our one bedroom trailer. It was
also the living room and where our kitchen table hung. It hung
because it was bolted to the wall. I try my hardest to stay away
from my room and tend to visit it only to sleep. During the day
people would use it for their talks and lunch. I hate the fact I could
never have it to myself most of the time, and I always wondered
what it felt like to have an actual room. A room with an actual
bed, a closet, a television, and a theme of my choice. A room like
most my friends in school had.
During the night, the small window above the couch, or
my bed, would make the wind howl like a disturbed woman
in agony, and it is through this window that I would stare in
amazement at nature’s beauty and magnificence. Looking out at
the stars was my favorite thing to do while in my room, and when
I got lucky: I got to marvel at beautiful storms. My space itself
consisted of my bed, which is actually the trailer’s only couch; it
had a navy blue color and an ugly sour smell I can’t figure out.
The window above the couch was small and of an aluminum
frame, big enough for my head to squeeze through, but nothing
else. The kitchen table is brown and small; two people at the most
can eat comfortably on it. It’s always so boring in my room and for
some reason it frustrates my parents as they always get upset at
my presence on the couch, but where else would I be?
Every night before going to sleep, I looked out the window, and
went into thoughtful moments in which I thanked god for all I
have and sometimes asked for things I didn't. Soon after I started
feeling sleepy, I would begin to imagine myself playing with all
the things I never had.
There was never much to do in my room but sleep and
dream.
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Sobriety

By Trier Ward
These streets are cold, mama.
Don’t do what you’re thinking.
Every city block has a corner store.
Every corner store has seventy-five
cent razors behind the counterwaiting for a crazy whore who
walks the streets alone, punishing
herself for living, smiling,
memorizing happy, happy thoughts.
Believing happy thoughts in circles,
breathing through each fucking evening.
It doesn’t make sense.
It isn’t sane.
These streets are cold.
No one knows your name.
You’ve done this before.
You’ve played this game.
You end up beat up with a cock in your mouth.
You end up strung out.
There’s nowhere to run, baby.
All the ugly faces in the mirror are screaming.
You are locked in with your hounds and your demons.
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Old Times

By Priscila Montalvo
My father always said
that times are getting change
Because cuando él tenía seis (when he had six)
Children’s cry because they had pain.
Today children’s cry for a tablet
always their eyes on phone screen,
Other sited watching cable.
That is a very sad future scene.
It is hard to see the entire families
everybody sited watching the phone
They don’t heard tales or fantasies
Always look like they are alone.
What a beautiful is the new technology
When it is used to finding the knowledge,
But as is today we need a psychologist
Which will help us for a change.
Let’s talk each other as the old times
And keep the cells en un cajón (in a drawer)
Let’s together run for an ice.
This is better than the IPhone.
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Bathhouse Daddy Issues
By Charles McGregor
I. Dads are good
It was a dad, it was a dad, it usually is a dad.
I’m envious of dads. They look good devouring
yellow eggs, pinching inky newspapers, slipping
out of Goodwill suits. Fashion is dad
shouldering the cross in jeans—a please come
in and give. There’s the Pharisee, the angry Jesus,
the bloody Jesus, a Greco palace to worship,
the rich walking through the eye of a needle.
Daddy wears a gold cross, leaves wads of cash
on the dresser of his six-hour room. Works hard for me,
fucks fucks fucks—a real babe in his machismo get-up;
he’s a man that knows bathhouse convenience.
II. Dads fuck great
God is on your side, Daddy Machismo. Ask for forgiveness
when you get a chance. Until then, fuck fuck fuck this twink—
Toro through my fabric softened briefs; doodle the air
with Looney Tune clouds of hamper scented popper snorts.
Yes, a legal substance, Daddy Machismo, and you would know
if you didn’t have to sneak down the halls—
the grunting halls, the halls where love is present,
love is temporary, love won’t find a witness, love is dimly lit,
clandestine twinks chorusing you a top, baby? Soft lips for us,
soft lips for their “Mary Had a Little Lamb” daughters.
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Lies and fucking, dads aren’t all the same, but Goddamn
there is a lot of them that won’t fit this mold,
this peephole meant for a Puritan mob. Men that want me
in a dress, want me as their maids, want me as smooth as their
wives.
I’m not a girl, I’m not a girl, yet I find myself corset-bound
seeking five-minute love in this God-forgiven bathhouse.
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Part II
The Years of Your Adolescenece and Adulthood
Put Together
(Because Really, Is There a Difference?)

Chicana Recipe for a Metaphorical Tortilla Slap
By Sarah Rafael Garcia*

Directions on How to Make and Slap Them with a Metaphorical
Tortilla
Just blend:
a pinch of our history,
a dash of our differences,
1 tablespoon of diversity,
1 heaping scoop of Chican@ comino,
a handful of some sweet flowing "Academic" language to cover what
they call "pungent" sabor.

Knead it all together with the abundance of Chingona in your
panza that your Abuela fed you since birth.
Then once you have pressed it nicely onto the comal where your
fingertips burn to leave that invisible seal, flip it to heat up both
sides and make sure it is cooked with the sweat off the heads of
your hard-working, immigrant parents and your own Chican@
stride.
Then and only then, slap them with it.
But stand proud and wait.
When you notice that it begins to sting, speak loudly, "Vaya con
dios, because he's the only one who has an ear to hear what you
have to say a-mi-go!"
Then smile as you walk away—to live and serve another day.
*Recipe provided by a damn proud Chicana writer.
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Cual Which

By Aurora Rebeca Ramos
What do I wear
cuando me llaman piernuda if I wear shorts?
What do I wear
when they call me a monja cuando me cubro las piernas?
Qué me pongo
when I’m the only one to go to college and we’re going to misa
together?
Qué me pongo
cuando quiero ir al mandado con mi mamá al super but we don’t
have money?
What do I wear
when I’m not American not Mexican but yet all of the above?
What do I wear
cuando quiero ser vista como soy, who I am?
Qué me pongo
cuando quiero caminar por la calle sin que me chiflen?
Qué me pongo
cuando quiero que mis padres sean orgullosos, but of themselves?
What do I wear
when I want others to take me seriously?
Qué me pongo
cuando quiero que mi familia confíe en mi?
What do I wear
to make fantasies realities?
Qué me pongo
para ser una bruja?
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Orgullo

By Jazmin Cruz
How long
Has it been
since you two stopped
talking?
One week,
or two?
Just stop.
It's childish.
She stood up
to you
And you overreacted.
Oh, you're
not mad?
Sabes que
has reaccionó
excesivamente.
No puedes
aceptarlo.
Para sentirte
mejor, prefieres
Hacerla sufrir.
Que amiga eres.
Que hipócrita
eres.
Debería dejar
de hablar contigo.
Pero no
soy así.
No soy
Tan orgullosa
Como tú.
Lo soy,
Pero
la diferencia es
yo lo admito
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Marrón y Enojado
By Junior Prado

Brown as the dirt you step on
But roses grow from the dirt
So my mother holding me said “you will bloom and become a
rose”
They say brown is ugly
But I see gringas plastering their faces with the dark colors
They wanna look Latinx but don’t wanna be Latinx
They want our beauty not our struggles and pain
They step on us like we’re dirt  
Forgetting we’re they most beautiful flower ever created
Beautiful to look at, but touch us you’ll get cut from the thorns of
our ancestors
They raped and pillaged my people
Burying us but forgetting we’re seeds
Brown as the dirt you step on but I am a rose
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The Walk

By Robert Hinojosa
Stepping out of the classroom into harsh metallic buzz
of the outdated fluorescent lights, a slow deliberate movement
was made, something practiced a few times, but dreamt of for a
lifetime. A new pair of headphones was gently placed around a
neck, and with those few movements, a new life would begin. A
plan that wasn’t so much created, but destined was taking its first
steps into genesis. A path would have to be forged through the
middle of campus. To imagine was one, to believe was another,
to do was the hardest still. A need to be seen, built in by years
of voices, thoughts, and beliefs ingrained in not the heart and
soul, but the very core of the being was about to manifest itself
in a walk across campus. Those preformed, built in, lingering
thoughts brought to life imagined walking across the world, but
in this place, those first few steps would be crucial. Thoughts of
the furthest building upon campus, registration and advising,
somewhere, anywhere, but where no one would be heading at this
time of year rose to the top. It would have to do. An individual
does as they please, the crowds push against each other, and an
individual pushes against themselves. Opening the door an effort
was made to ensure to hold it just long enough to move through
alone. The others would have to escape of their own free will.
Plan set, the march towards destiny continued. Walking through
the halls and courtyards, a realization that someone was walking
behind took hold. Thick rubber slapping sounds of cheap sandals
against the pavement perverted a destiny freshly manifest.
Practically new rarely worn shoes sang a tune that reverberated
against itself.
A slight fear, a nervousness struck, a new problem had
arisen to halt the world itself. How to enlighten the world to the
holder of this new gadget, walking forward with a purpose unto
itself, if someone was to notice, the universe would collapse. It
would be silly, narcissistic, certainly whoever was behind would
tell all, that here was a person who walked without purpose. That
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could never be. A decision was made, to stop and read a sign
and see what fate had in store. Those brief moments when all
the words on the sign mixed and melded and became one filled
the air, clouded the sight, it was like holding Pandora’s box, and
knowing what’s inside, but being unsure of how it came to be
held. Cursed. A pox upon the unknowing fellow traveler. They
would be known soon enough. The rubber kept slapping the floor,
and suddenly made an appearance, but continued on, as though
this was just another tick of the clock. It was a marvelous thing
to see, here passes an enigma, but the bigger question was as to
how it was able to exist at all with such tremendous effort behind
every movement, yet somehow making it all look so graceful,
like a seagull taking flight with a fresh crust of bread in its beak.
Flesh bulged out of every crack that wasn't covered in skintight
clothing. Of all the people it could have been, it had to be the
loudmouth, the one who always had something to say, a question
and a statement with every word. Surely, surely to all hell, they
would say here was someone who walked without purpose.
A resolve to push on out of spite took hold. Turning back now
would be catastrophic. Stopping in academic advising became a
prerogative, a door was closed, but a bigger one would have to
open. But then, to look the fool, asking about academics in the
middle of the semester. Trapped, where could those tire treads
be heading towards on this of all days? Of course they had to be
watching, ready to report to the others, that here was an entity
who acted without reason, sans purpose so to say. It would be
imperative to concoct some manner of purpose in advising then,
it was the only option, for there was no more reason to be there.
Feeling the fool for wanting to show off means and class in this
backwards society, regret itself had decided to lay upon these
shoulders weary of moving on, but more so of stopping. Why of
all days did the need arise to head in this direction, why was it
today the hunger to show off to the crowds appeared. Cursed,
the only option was to trudge onward, to own this decision.
Loudmouth had seen, to continue was the only available decision,
and sure enough, those inanimate objects had willed themselves
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to stop in academic advising. It was time to pay a visit to destiny,
and all those who had seen the initial walk would be deprived
of the return. Denied a chance to imagine themselves wearing
those glimmering headphones, music blasting without a care in
the world. Opening the door and forced out of the bright rays
of the sun, the room was somehow inhabited by a few others,
who may or may not have decided to take permanent residence
there waiting for just such an occasion. Reaching up to move the
headphones around, a thought sprouted, that they were now
the only things that could be felt, the only part that was real. The
cold touch of the gold plated metal on fingers, the softness of the
leather ear piece, the in line microphone, and suddenly noticing it
out of place, shifted it just a little bit to the left, for they had to sit
perfectly in the middle, the wire had to hang just off to the side,
carefree, just a little bit wild, but a sort of controlled disorder.
Wondering, for just a moment, whether or not to begin to listening
to music, but thought better of it, imagine if they would call our
name and we failed to notice! Then, we would be the fool, not that
loudmouth rubber slapper. Yet, surely in that failure, everyone
would notice the gorgeous sublime design that adorned a neck,
attached to a body, covered in a wardrobe that many would die in
the desire to become. Slowly loosening the grip upon the wire, a
small kink appeared in it, and with it a reminder to put a negative
rating on the seller who claimed they were used, but like new.
There were four people ahead of us in advising each more
foolish then the last. We would have to curse our luck, only this
could happen to us. But that would have to wait for another day.
Loudmouth asked for advising, but as next in line there was a
need to go one better, a junior still, yet, precocious enough to
ask about the graduate programs. Always ahead, there was a
need to be, it wasn’t a question. Upon speaking the words, all the
chairs behind shifted a little, their inadequacies shown to them.
Now if flip flops would talk, let the words be about a person
so precocious as to be planning for masters already, let them
all imagine the words of a future doctor. Taking a seat in the
imitation leather seats, lush with all their cotton filling, and
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wishing we could have one at home, only to realize that leather
was the only thing that could be sufficient for someone of status.
The campus could be cheap with its students, but we couldn't do
that, only the best would do.
Surely, once we had couches as soft as these, but only of
the finest leather, we could invite all our friends, and friends we
would make with these new headphones, because surely they
all wanted to know how we had obtained them, and we would
uncork that bottle of imported cabernet and tell them on those
plush leather couches one day.
Time passed slowly in advising, a sound arose in the
room, of a behemoth, seemingly breathing its last, clad in exercise
clothing that no one would believe were ever used, much less so
those that had seen this behemoth at rest, it's very life systems
struggling to keep it alive. Slowly the others disappeared as their
names were called. As the loudmouth passed through the doors
to the advisor, we begin to resolve to walk towards the front desk
to cancel our time slot. Yet, in that moment fate would kick in, it
always did, as the words began to spill out, a name appeared on
the monitor, next in line, and the advisor was already walking to
the door. Heavy footprints bounding to the door, moving with
purpose, with reason, singular or not, each step landed with an
ominous thud.
Now, how could we escape this place and walk back
through the campus with those golden headphones upon our
perfectly shaped ears, showing everyone that not only could we
own, but put to good use this technology, that only the finest
amongst them could hope to own?
The door opened and a name was called.
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Suave Conquistador
By Griselda J. Castillo

i seared carrots on a handmade grill
back from climbing temples
along flat grassy banks
of la laguana de los siete colores
tailoring a yankee pot roast in mexico
the fogata consumed chen-chen
a thin jaguar barked tree
sly guides told us ate skin
our velero laughing as he stacked
our pile of wood
anna and is built camp beneath Ixchel
lulled by prismatic, rambling lagoon tongues
aguas dulces conversing with a cracking fire that
carried their hunger far past chetumal
over bacalar and told us we were pirates too
king rails pillaging the shorelines
of this cuento
needlefish thread through restless silver surfaces, hunting
stitch the limestone bottom to the night sun
we sat by the illuminated lagoon in Ju’Umyaxche
native for ‘sounds in trees’
listening to songs chiseled in the air
by geckos
devouring the meat and potatoes
of another country
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The Audacity of Demands
By Charles McGregor

Acceptance is the new oppression. A mouthing cock,
a party favor. In ribbons and bows we pop
out of plastic closets. They exclaim satisfaction, a
I’ve always loved the gays. They’re so adorable.
A kiss on the cheek, peace sign tees,
flower power gun barrel posters,
Hirojima buttons (or was it Nagasaki?), straight-jacket activism that gums tossed bones
in the name of their appeasement.
Cis concessions produce out-of-the-closet galas
orchestrated with a digestible queer
until queer is no longer homeless, but spewed
on sandwich boards shuffling to the howl
of muffled cash register bells.
I don’t ask for a return
to squatters
and straightjackets
and electrotherapy evenings
and black eyes
and mock bass voices
and conversion summer camps
and the old guard of red, white, and blue.
I will demand an end to the cis celebrity complex—
to their rib thin queer’s magazine inspiration starvations;
to their thespian queer—the realness of being RuPaul fodder;
to their family sitcom queer branding a nuclear arrangement;
to their martyr queer outlawing clinched fists, black eye defiance;
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to their prayer for a marble queer, a toothless queer
that gums resistance to the new frontier
of MADE IN AMERICA rainbow price tags.
Gray hair fairy dust accessorizes another headstone
while we wait on the next persuade or obey
cis-queer arrangement. They only understand
asphalt lungs closing Eisenhower interstates—
a rejection of Coca-Cola ad revenue clemency.
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The Inaccessible
By Sergio A. Ortiz

I entered
the uncomfortable night
of your body
—tu amurallada ciudad—
with moistened footsteps,
and the long creak
of the catwalk was lost
amid the shouts of stevedores
and sailors.
It was midnight
before I found your labyrinth.
You’d be talking to me
about the fleeting language
of a broken clock, the wings
of your Moroccan city,
the life of its cobblestones,
when suddenly you became
the quiet rage, the trembling
conversation of doubts:
the inaccessible
power of an orgasm.
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Passengers Boarding
By Devon Hernandez

I imagine
while I watch you sitting
Benches bus blue and steel
that you disappear
Your skin crawls
Your flesh creeps
graspingcilia spreading
desperate to reach
To stay,
But your spirit,
a phantasmbrief and distorted,
resonates to depart.
You grip onto this and thatsport's reports, M*A*S*H,
Leave it to Beaver,
3 o’clock news,
on loop forever
I dream of you then
through filtered lens
I listen to you,
through stories
I know you
On loop forever
I don't hate you then
something inside
embraces, you
walk away boarding
the next transfer to Louisiana.
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Blue Moon

By Robert Hinojosa
There I sat,
(cloudy night sky, dirty black car, dead end road, dunes piled
high, ocean just out of sight, nothing more)
Alone, among millions, no billions, grains, sand beneath my feet,
in my hands,
Blue, black, purple sky stretching as far as I can see,
Green long gone, overgrown forgotten weeds, stale, burned out,
dried up and waiting to fade away
There we sat, alone,
Wave, crashing along the beach, then another, and another,
Adding to that dirty white foam, each of you closer with every
push
Clouds, neutral, every shade of gray, clouding the sky, blocking
out the night,
That windy forlorn, stale, desolate night, One of many nights,
every night,
Then, there you were, skyfire, asteroid, meteor, shooting star
(yellow, red, orange burst)
Alone,
Tearing through the windy night, ripping through the gray
clouds, lighting up every grain of sand,
Giving life to the weeds, coloring in those crashing waves,
opening that blue, black, purple sky,
And then I realized, I am not alone, I never was, are we ever
alone,
How can I say I am alone, when you, might not ever see the same
thing twice,
Streak through night, streak through the day,
Always moving forward, never stopping, you don’t know how,
You don’t even know you can, you are, you are alone, no peers,
And then, I see another, burning through the night, ripping into
the day, Twice as bright, just as fast,
But, I’ll never forget you, that feeling you gave me, that feeling
you gave everyone who saw you, (that feeling you gave everyone
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lucky enough to see)
What you are, what you do, I should have named you
You, who let everyone know, that we are never alone, how can we
ever be,
When you keep moving forward, saying hello/giving life, to all
that you see.
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In Paris

By Ivanov Reyez
You are delicious in Paris,
an exotic Mexican-Indian chocolate.
You lie on a bench like Chac-Mool,
the skies a lavender backdrop,
the buildings islands of history
abandoned to silence and poetry.
The Frenchman at your sandaled feet
listens to the thunder everywhere.
Your toenails dusty in Métro red
dance for the coming rain.
Brown-calved woman, beautiful
robust creature innocent by the Seine,
the boats bobbob to measure
your white-skirted sway from behind.
You are delicious in Paris,
trotting on cobbles, drinking a café crème,
fondling a book, dropping your cone.
The Frenchman knows one thing,
desires one thing: you regally,
you stretched out longer than France,
musked in his arms
paler now that you exude the scent
to darken his purest philosophy,
to concretize his watery ghost of a life.
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En París (Spanish Translation)
By Ivanov Reyez

Eres deliciosa en París,
un chocolate exótico, indio y mexicano.
Te acuestas en un banco como el Chac-Mool,
los cielos un telón de fondo color lavanda,
los edificios islas de la historia
abandonados al silencio y la poesía.
El francés en tus pies calzados con sandalias
escucha el trueno en todas partes.
Tus uñas de los pies polvorientos en Métro rojo
bailan para la venida lluvia.
Mujer de pantorrillas morenas, hermosa
criatura robusta e inocente por el Sena,
los barcos se menean para medir
tu meneo en falda blanca por detrás.
Eres deliciosa en París,
trotando sobre adoquines, bebiendo un café crème,
acariciando un libro, dejando caer tu cono.
El francés sabe una cosa,
desea una cosa: tu, regiamente;
tu, extendida más larga que Francia,
almizclada en sus brazos
más pálidos ahora que tu exudas el olor
para oscurecer su filosofía más pura,
para concretar el espectro acuoso de su vida.
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Thoughts

By Topid Ogun
		
Night brings no gloom to the heart
With its welcome shade
Through the transparent darkness a gentle wind speaks
That experience must be converted into thought
As mulberry leaf is converted into satin
That character is higher than intellect
And thinking is a partial act
And mind thinks and acts
That scholars will lose no hour which man lives
As long as thoughts are still apprehended
That character is greater than Will
Because thinking is the function
And living is the functionary.
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Alaska

By Cal Ramos
Digital Photography
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Gas Station

By Robert Hinojosa
The door is heavy,
It is weighed down by the weight of the world,
Millions have passed through these stickered,
Plastered, pasted, doors
I am one of countless many, to pass through this door of plenty,
Gas, beer, cigarettes, chips, and tacos,
Breakfast for the lazy,
Dinner for the desperate,
Drinks to hold the night,
I am a receipt, proof of profit, proof of success,
Proof of need,
And there he is,
holding up the line,
holding up those ready to begin the day,
to seize their moment, and push forth into the unknown,
whose world cannot move forward,
locked in by those promises
of a 99 cent breakfast taco,
he is a sight to behold,
we are beholden to him
and
there he stands,
an entire culture, condensed into twenty steel pans,
no thought for the many,
he can only dream of the land of plenty,
and his hopes of a custom order, from a land that was made to
order.
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Forgive Me Mr. Candidate
By Sergio A. Ortiz

/ I will not shake your hand
you’re not my friend / I
cannot welcome you / no one from your party
is welcomed /
I want you to say you’re sorry / we’re not rapist
(or slobs or dogs or pigs) / we only flee / injustice.
I have my hammer. I have tears. I have a backbone.
The only thing / I am giving you / is my
disapproval. I’ll turn my back
and walk away now.
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Cobarde

By Ivanov Reyez
		
Como cobarde te dejé,
te abandoné en tu llanto,
tu piel una rosa de dolor;
tus palabras—que me hechas menos
y me amas—
fueron pisoteadas sin compasión.
Se me hizo fácil
herirte con mi silencio,
dejarte suspendida y preñada
con mi odio y misterio.
Allí te dejé colgada de un barranco,
gritando sola con tu alma
que supo amar con el amor profundo
de madre y amante.
Allí te dejé en tu abismo sin mí,
la tirana de tu propio destino.
Tuve un placer sadístico
en rechazar tu amor suplicante,
en rechazar y ahogar tu sufrimiento.
Te callas o te vas, te dijé,
y estoica, humillada,
como un hielo en fuego,
te volvistes una presencia vacua
que se me hizo fácil abandonar.
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Fear and Loathing in San Antonio
By Ray Zamora

News cast-Negative blast-Rat race is fast. Police state-hesitate?bam quick they are dead in hate. Stayed out late didn't make it
home. Got a little too drunk, got a lot stone. Played it safe-stayed
with buddies. Played it safe to live and party again another day.
Played it safe-didn't want to get pulled over and harassed. Red
and blue red and blue sending star spangled tremors down my
spine. Interrogation shake down- plead the 5th. Pat down- plead
Devine. Questionnaire of 20 or more;( what's the score officer? I'm
simply getting home, my license and registration I have shown.
Red and blue red and blue white-lightning of thrills for the blue
bus kidz' chills of delight. Twilight ceremony broadcast space
station Earth. Red and blue minds blown in ritual... I believe in
spiritual art form I believe in the color purple and red and blue
transform. So, why do you shine Pink? I have heard of body odor
but you stink like you ate Body as your Order at the loco deli and
that smile on your face reads you're not friendly. Red and blue?
As American without a lawyer I advise you to stay as far away
from me as possible. I'm afraid of myself and there is no telling
what my blown mind is capable of... So please turn off the sirens
and turn down the lights.... Red and Blue? Let's all play it safe and
walk away......
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The Challenge
By David Bowles

During the waning years of Toltec dominion over
Mesoamerica, the aging king of Teotihuacan called his two sons
before him. Sitting on his feathered mat upon his jade throne, he
addressed them with solemn ceremony.
“You have both concluded your studies well, though, it
is clear that you, my elder son, have the keener reflexes, grasp of
history, and mind for strategy; while you, his younger brother,
show great aptitude for philosophy, music, and the oratory
required of a true statesman.
“You have both furthermore demonstrated your valor in
battle, slaying enemies and taking captives without fear. It is true,
my younger son, that your style is more foolhardy and fluid; your
elder brother instead commands the respect of his colleagues and
unerringly transforms disparate warriors into a seamless fighting
body, devastating to its foes.
“Hear me, my sons. I am proud of you both. I believe
that under the right circumstances, either of you could rule this
kingdom. But you know our ways. Each prince must prove
himself worthy of the mat of authority. So today, you shall both
leave my palace, set out with nothing but your breechclouts, your
flesh, your minds—and you will work a mighty victory in the
name of your father the king.”
With a bow, the brothers quit the throne room and
disappeared into the haze of a distant horizon while the city
looked on in sober silence.
Months passed. The royal spies brought back fleeting
rumors, but the king waited in quiet, tortured suspense for the
return of his sons, praying to the twin gods of chaos and creation
for their success.
An entire ceremonial year passed before heralds
trumpeted on their golden conches the arrival of both princes.
Their father stood in the portico of his palace and watched as from
the north a phalanx of warriors approached, his elder son at their
head in the regalia of a general.
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Circling around the palace from the south came the
younger prince, skin a darker burnished bronze but wearing the
same simple breechclout as when he had left. Slung across his
chest was a bag woven from reeds.
After embracing them on the steps, the king took his place
upon his throne and bade them speak of their triumphs before a
gathered group of courtiers, counselors ,and generals.
“I traveled to the north, Your Majesty,” the elder
explained, “to barbarian lands. There I came across a band of
Chichimec mercenaries who sought to enslave me. After I bested
a dozen of their numbers with my bare hands, however, they
allowed me to join their ranks. We fought in several battles,
contracted by one desert kingdom or another, and my superior
training and prowess soon garnered me a command.
“Then came the day that a client tribe refused to pay the
accorded fee, and I rallied the barbarian warriors to follow me
in seizing control of their lands. That people fell easily beneath
our obsidian-tipped lances and mighty clubs, and I was declared
leader of the hybrid nation. A fortnight ago, we began marching
south toward Your Majesty’s realm, and along the way we have
conquered two more city-states, which I now lay at your feet,
Father, as vassal nations, along with the 10,000 men in the army I
now command.”
The king’s normal dour expression was broken by the
hint of a smile. “My son, you have more than demonstrated your
worth. I accept your gift with pride and recognize you as a general
of the Toltec domain.”
The prince bowed low and went to stand among the other
military leaders. The aging sovereign then turned his gaze upon
his younger son, who came forward, forehead high, eyes gleaming
with what seemed inhuman surety and peace.
“Lord Father,” he began, “knowing the likely path to
victory of my brother, I elected to travel south, into the highlands.
There I found shamans who counseled me and bequeathed me
the six holy sacraments of the Flowery God—peyote, mushrooms,
morning glory seeds, tobacco leaves, moonflowers, sun-openers.
“I scaled the divine peaks of the White Mountain,
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struggling against the cold and snow. When I reached the summit,
I prepared the narcotic concoction the ancients called gods’ gall.
Readying myself through prayer and blood-letting, I took a deep
draught. A whirlwind of cosmic energy unmoored my soul from
my flesh, and I found myself rising toward the sun.
“That fiery god was surprised to find me in his orbit, and
he reached out to bat me away. But I seized his flaming limbs
and began to grapple with him, striving to pin him to the earth or
sky. Locked thus in combat, the sun and I wheeled through the
heavens for many months of thirteen days, plunging each evening
into the bowels of the earth, where the shades of my ancestors
beheld our titanic struggle.
“Over time, I robbed the god of rest. His charring heart
began to cool. And one morning, as we emerged at the horizon
from the Land of the Dead, I tumbled the sun to his distant,
watery kingdom. He bowed and acknowledged defeat.”
An outraged rumor rippled through the throne room. The elder
son shook his head, irate and embarrassed. The nobles of the
realm stiffened, anticipating judgment.
“My son,” the king rasped. “Surely you know how
difficult this story is to credit.”
“Indeed, Your Majesty. Such was my thought when the
blazing god prepared to return me to my flesh. No one will
believe me.”
The prince ascended the first few steps of the dais. His
brother moved forward, spear in hand, ready to intercept.
“Yet hear me well, Father,” the younger prince whispered. 		
“I strove with the sun himself, and in the end, I won. As
proof and tribute, I bring you a blossom, plucked from the fields
of paradise that skirt the Holy House of Dawn.”
He drew from his reed bag an unearthly, achingly
beautiful flower and laid it at the feet of the king, its petals still
glowing with ineffable light.
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Oglala Lakota Women on Horseback
By H. A. Hathaway Miranda
Digital Photography 11x14
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Gringo Face

By Fernando Meisenhalter
“Hey, have another beer,” José says.
José and I are at a bar downtown Mexico City, and a
nearby drunk stares at us with dark, tragic eyes, his mustache
thicker than that of Pancho Villa, Emiliano Zapata, and ten other
national heroes combined.
“Hey, gringo,” the drunkard says to me. “Look, your
country is falling apart.” He points at the images on the TV. An
earthquake just hit San Francisco. It’s all over the news.
“I’m not a gringo,” I say. “I’m Mexican.”
The drunkard doesn’t believe me.
“It’s true,” José says in my defense. “He looks like a
gringo, but he’s not. He’s Mexican.”
“But you look foreign,” the drunkard says.
“My parents are German,” I say.
“German?” the drunkard says. “I’m sorry to hear that.
Why did they come here?”
“They’re Catholic,” I say.
“Oh, man,” the drunkard says. “I’m gonna need another
drink.”
He still looks at me with suspicion.
“I thought you were American,” he says, “down to the
poor posture and vacant stare.”
“He’s been drinking,” José says.
“I guess that explains it,” the drunkard says. “I was sure
he was going to invade us, take away the rest of the country, or
what’s left of it. But where are my manners? Sit down, manito,
have a beer. You too, gringo face, even if you look like a goddamn
imperialist. I’m in a good mood today. I’m buying.”
He signals the waiter, orders three more Coronas. “I want
them as cold as a dead man's butt,” he says.
“You two kids still think booze is fun,” he says.
“It’s fun while you’re drinking,” José says with a smile.
“Well, let me tell you something… let you in on a little
secret: God hates us. He does horrible things to us. He wants us
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to suffer, and then die.”
“That sounds like a hangover,” I say, trying to be funny.
But the drunkard doesn’t laugh. He ignores me.
“We’re just bar hopping,” José says.
“Bar hopping?” the drunkard says. “That’s the stupidest
thing I’ve ever heard.”
“I know,” José says, “but it’s all we have.”
They both laugh, already best pals.
I need to pee. So I get up, go to the bathroom. But the
place is beyond revolting, the stench is overwhelming, so acidic I
feel my nose could melt.
Also, I discover a one-thousand pesos bill in the urinal,
enough for a bottle of good tequila and two packs of cigarettes!
What kind of sick, twisted mind would leave so much money in a
urinal?
I ponder grabbing it, but the note is so worn and drenched
it would probably liquefy if I try to lift it.
So I leave it there. It's just too disgusting.
I relieve myself, wash my hands, return to the table.
José and the drunk are still conversing.
“Let me tell you something else,” the drunkard says. “Life
is endless, meaningless suffering. That's all it is, and God likes it
that way.”
Now it’s José’s turn to go to the restroom, and I’m not
happy about being left alone here with Mr. Nihilism, who’s worse
than Bukowski, Sartre, Nietzsche, Schopenhauer, and ten more
French existentialists combined. But I needed not worry. As soon
as José leaves, the drunkard ignores me. He turns away to chat
with the waiter.
I glance around, at other patrons, at their faces. They’re all
horrible, sad and broken, faces like warnings from Hell.
José returns full of glee and optimism.
“I’m going home,” he announces.
“What?” I say. “What about bar hopping? It was your
idea.”
“Yeah, but I have to get up early,” he says. “It’s my
cousin’s birthday, and I promised I’d help set up the place.”
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I know he’s lying. He never mentioned any birthday, and I know
he doesn’t care for his little cousin.
Then I recall the urine-soaked bill in the bathroom, and
realize what's really happening. José must have retrieved it and
wants to spend it all on booze and smokes for himself.
He pats me on the back and leaves. It’s horrible. I bet he
didn’t even wash his hands.
Now I’m alone with the drunkard, and he looks at me,
devious, malignant.
“You thought your buddy would stick around, didn’t
you?” he says. “Hate to break it to you, gringo face, but in life
there are no friends. Here you’re as alone as the moon in the sky.”
I ponder about this, and somehow start to believe it. José didn't
care. He dumped me the minute something better came up.
He didn’t even think about it. And he’s always been like this,
untroubled by reeking urinals, quick to mock and abandon his
friends, and then run with any loot.
The drunkard looks at me from across the table, a cynical
expression on his face.
He smiles.
“Here, gringo face,” he says. “Have another beer.”
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I am From.....(Part I)

By Dr. Melba Salazar-Lucio
...the Riverside barrio en la West Side de Brownsville
...la calle Parral, unpaved, full of potholes and caca colored caliche
rocks
...Baltazar and Maria Elena, mis padres enamorados siempre
besandose.
...rainy days making sokete cakes, taking luxury mud baths..and
we never got germs!
...gathering rainwater para que te quede el hari bien smooth and
shiney por que we couldn't afford el hair rinse del HEB!
...Chela's cantos y cuentos bonitos which would transport me to a
little girls' fantasyland, where I wanted to stay forever...lost in my
delicious stories!
..."Las rodillas las tienes bien choriadas"mom would nag
...papitas con huevo y frijoles refritos for breakfast and barbacoa
con tortilla de maiz y pan dulce on Sundays before Mass.
...los molletes con cafe para la afternoon merienda y chismes con
Chavela, Keli y Locha, las vecinas de la tarde.
...Lupe, Hela and Oralia Garza, my comadritas, waiting for me at
the chain link fence to platicar for hours about los boys.
...las expensive movies en el Majestic Theater en el centro y los
midnight shows también.
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I am From.....(Part II)

By Dr. Melba Salazar-Lucio
...eating anacuas from the Garza's tree and golden ripe mesquite
pods ready to suck the juices out...and chewing chapapote de
los techos y las calles and licking gooey yellowish crystal liquid
secreted by the mesquite tree...and we never got sick!
...the dances at el centro civico with bands like: the Sun, The
InnKeepers, y Los Malos
...el city bus verde y blanco que rechinaba en la esquina bringing
our nanas: Chela y Maria Zendejas(AKA: Maria La Gorda)
...noches bonitas comiendo carne asada los domingos con los
compadres y padrinos
...eating nopalitos con mi hermanito, Baltazar y mis
hermanitas:Liz, Sandra y Marta during Lent
...making hielitos de cool aide, chocolate y limón en los metal ice
trays...our make believe ice cream paletas
...atole de arroz con palitos de canela y pasas y chocolate de la
abuela cradled in my cold winter days
...el momo, la llorona y la mano pachona y "Duermanse ya
muchachas cabronas" Mom would yell
...swinging on home-made llanta swings, playing baseball among
the giant sunflowers only God had planted in the abandoned
fields along the Rio Grande River
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I am From.....(Part III)
By Dr. Melba Salazar-Lucio

...abrazos fuertes y besitos inocentes when company came to visit
at Parral Street...especially those old ladies who smelled of ajo and
cebolla when they would touch my face so I wouldn't get the ojo
from them.
...my dad, Baltazar, making homemade kites con colitas de
garra hechas trenzas so they could fly higher and higher into the
popcorn shaped clouds.
...Mexican music making swirls in our two bedroom house of 5
kids and mis padres with Los Relampagos del Norte, Noe Pro,
Angelica Maria y Vicente Fernandez.
...las pachangas alegres de mi padre and his compadres drinking
Falstaff, Lone Star and Schlitts and singing loud enough for the
neighbors to get serenaded too!
...ropa de segunda that clothed my slender body...la flaca, my
dad's nickname for me.
...joyous memories con mi hermanito, Puche writing on the
sidewalk with a rock as our chalk playing bebeleche, dancing
polkas, singing corridos, jumping into the mesquite treehouse
Daddy made us and crying at sunset because it was time to come
inside the house.
...a fairytale once upon a Riverside barrio where I spent the
happiest days of my life en la West Side de Brownsville at the
home of mis padres, Maria Elena and Baltazar Salazar.
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The Allegory of the Hair Patch
By David Aguilar

I like long hair, even on women.
Easy to move, easy to part.
Locks stream down one side,
Then down the other.
The short stuff? Pfft.
Now that’s a bitch!
Manageable? Sure.
Nothing axel grease won’t hold.
This one patch, though.
This disgustingly lazy patch
Never seems to fall into place.
Mom tells me my father gave it to me.
“It’s the only thing that asshole left.”
Strange that it never falls into place.
The hair around is normal enough.
The front goes forward; the back, back;
The sides, to the side.
The borders on my scalp aren’t accommodating, I suppose.
To be in the patch must be so condemning.
Never choosing to grow in that spot right on the border.
Never belonging to one side or the others,
Hated even by me.
It’s criminal.
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The End of the Rainbow
By Marissa Candy Raigoza
This is it, huh?
But I struggled to get here.
I started at red, where I faced stoplights.
Determined, I ran through them, chased by batons and cops
blowing whistles and calling me a no good chola,
ran until I made it safe to the color orange but, damn,
there were oranges there to pick,
so I plucked acres of trees, left them clean,
collected a lousy ten dollars
that didn’t cover my passage into the yellow
where I was smuggled in by a coyote
that overcharged and then released me
into the army green color of migra officers
who dared to ask if I was American.
Suspicious, they refused to let me pass,
so I told them to kiss my ass and swam
across the blue waves of the Rio Grande
splashed until I finally made it to the other side of indigo
and finally to purple
where I hung on the arch
monkey-barred my way across
to this cloud at the end of the rainbow.
Now, here I am
sitting with this leprechaun
who claims all the gold is gone.
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White Anglo Saxon Protestant-Wannabe
By Katherine Brittain

The first thing the Mexican Mestizos do when their babies are
born, so says an anthropology professor at UT Pan American
(now UT Rio Grande Valley), is to check their skin color and
report it to all the extended family members in the waiting room,
for they know that the darker the skin, the more discrimination
the child will face. So it is at least compassionate these days,
when Immigration is headlining the news, to consider why so
many Mestizos from Mexico immigrate to the States where all
men are created equal and the minimum wage is more than
double that of Mexico. I know why. These immigrants, known as
el pobres, or the poor ones, have suffered physically from poverty
and mentally from alienation. Their faith in the old ways—old
stories, old medicine, old religion, mediated by curanderismo—is
sometimes all that gives them esperanza y salud, hope and health.
The pobres among whom I did my field research for my
Master’s thesis in Anthropology, for the most part, had no
medical insurance and were forced, but maybe priviledged, to
seek alternative medical care in the consultorio of a renowned
curandero. (That’s another story for another time.) For better or
worse, as these people looked back and forth between my blonde
hair and blue eyes, and the Tahoe I drove, they tended to profile
me as a WASP. This hurt me. Didn’t they also notice the cuerda I
wore in the role of La Guardia? I wanted to tell them my mother’s
story to reframe their perception of WASPhood, but I don’t speak
or understand Spanish. So I’ll tell you and you can tell them for
me. Okay?
I found an article in the Social Sciences Journal that defines
American White Anglo Saxon Protestants as being those who can
formally trace their European ancestors prior to the time of The
Boarding of the Mayflower. They live in mansions mostly in the
Northeast. Their natural manners are a genetic legacy, and their
philanthropy is a habit derived from fiefdom. They are fodder for
conspiracy theories. They are a rare breed—only very few can
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claim the blood legitimacy—and yet they set the social mores
for a class of free capitalistic White Anglo Saxon ProtestantWannabes—or, in shorthand, WASPS. It’s important you get the
semantics of class distinction.
Obviously, I am not a W.A.S.P. But I would like to tell a story
that will explain why even my WASPishness is circumspect,
even living here in the Rio Grande Valley of Texas where the
population is 90% Hispanic.
Please don’t think too badly of me if I tell you that when I was in
Mrs. Lamb’s Kindergarten, I used to step on the sidewalk cracks
because Molly Snyder told me if I did, I would break my mother’s
back.
You see, Mother (she always tagged herself ‘mother,’ never
‘mom,’ or ‘mommy,’) was training me to be a Perfect WASP in
the eyes of God, who she thought was Episcopalian. So, having
been born a rebel (I believe WASPs are bred), I felt compelled
to keep metaphorically stepping on those cracks throughout
our relationship. For instance, at age twelve, when I met the
handsome, off-limits-because-he’s-Mexican Dickie behind our
storage shed—guess who caught us before I could accept his
invitation to go to the carnival? And, when our group got drunk
on prom night, guess what tee-totaling Episcopalian I accidentally
slammed the car door on as she was helping me out of the back
seat at 2:00 a.m.? (She said nothing but “go brush your teeth.”)
And, when I was ecstatically dancing a jig in my new A&M dorm
room, free for the first time, guess who I was watching through
the window drive away in our Buick?
It’s not quite that I hated my mother. It’s more like this: in the
1960s WASP women wore hats and gloves to St. Paul Episcopal
Church in Midland, Texas. I remember Sundays, sitting in our
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reserved-for-the-Lawrence Olivers’ pew beside my mother,
playing with her white gloved fingers. If I kicked my feet against
the pew in front of me because I liked the sound it made, she
would pinch me with those gloved fingers. That’s the only
environment in which I can remember her touch. But lately I’ve
thought to forgive her lack of affection because she gave me the
things I highly value: reading, hand work, piano, and manners—
perfect WASP legitimizers, I reluctantly admit.
Cancer fed on my mother right before my eyes, and she died
before we’d had a chance for an amended adult relationship.
Therefore, I try to make amends for my crack-stepping by
becoming something I think she would be most proud of: a
Perfect WASP in the eyes of the Episcopalian God.
My mother, a post-WWII suburbanite was a devout acolyte
of the “Camelot fairy tale” of WASPdom which hides its class
distinctions behind democratic ideals—where every man is king
of his castle with a chicken in every pot and two cars in every
garage. The Protestant Work Ethic (God helps those who help
themselves) was the matrix through which my mother wove her
WASPishness. But ultimately, perfectionism was the white horse
on which she rode into Camelot. Unquestioned. Unsearched.
One needs some ideology to overcome the stigma of being an
illegitimate child born in 1928. Perfectionism is a pretty good
cover-up. And it casts a really big shadow.
Oh, God, I hope my grandmother does not ever find out I know
this story. A whole lifetime of her keeping her secret only to be
blown out of the water at age 93 by her loving granddaughter?
Yet, I feel I have to include Grandmother’s moral sin as part of a
social statement to el pobres who might believe that all Anglos,
like me, are WASPS. But my Anglo mother was actually raised
pobre, translated “country.” It was not until she married my
father that she achieved WASPhood. Yes, it is possible to marry
into WASPilty.
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The story of my mother’s illegitimacy came to me by way of
Peggy from Jewett, Texas. Peggy was the niece, and only heir,
of Joe Brown. “Papa Joe” was a truck driver by trade, and my
grandmother’s second husband. You see, Grandmother and I
had begun making our annual cemetery runs together after Papa
Joe passed away in 1994. These excursions are an all-day affair
because there is family buried in four different cemeteries, tucked
away off four different country dirt roads, outside of four different
Central Texas towns, all with populations under 1,000. The
cemetery runs always end in Jewett with a visit with Peggy.
My favorite time to go “flower-bringing,” as Grandmother likes to
call cemetery hopping, is on a Fall football Saturday when the rest
of my family and friends are high on Aggie Spirit and Lone Star
Beer back at Kyle Field, twenty miles away, another world away.
During the Fall, the sumac is a bright red statement amidst the
otherwise unremarkable foliage. Ah, but how I visually wallow in
the lushness of this Central Texas growth compared to the sticks
of palm trees growing along the level stretch of every road in our
Rio Grande Valley. By comparison, on the Central Texas back
roads, I can pretend I’m on a roller coaster, taking the 40 mph
curves at 55 and speeding up over the crests of the hills so as to
gain air time and lose my stomach on the dip-downs.
I don’t know, Grandmother never seems to mind the ride. She
looks Queen Motherly enough riding beside me, swaying and
jouncing in the Suburban, holding forth about how she hates lazy
Mexicans. Like a bride she is holding bright sprays of plastic
flowers, bought at the Walmart in Bryan out of her meager social
security check. These garish floral pretenders will replace the
faded ones she takes out of the faux ceramic urns that sit, but
more often fall over, in front of the various gravestones.
There’s not much doin’—sorry, I mean not much going on—in
Hearne where she lives, not even a Walmart. I rock and roll when
walking inside her wood-frame house for the foundation slants
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down towards the weedy back yard and the olive-green linoleum
is hillocky. She can keep chicken in the pot, but her 1977 Chrysler
rusts from disuse under the dilapidated carport piled high and
heavy with decomposing sycamore leaves. My cousin, Lois Lee,
takes her to her doctors’ visits in Bryan. (Now, there’s one reason
I’m grateful for my mother’s self-propelled rise from pobre to
WASPhood: how would you like to have a name like “Lois Lee?”)
Jewett is always the last stop on the tour, for it is where
Grandmother has proudly bought and paid for her own headstone
waiting for her in the Tatum family plot beside Hubert, livestock
auction barn worker and her first husband. I believe Hubert was
employed as a pooper scooper, but no one has ever been willing
to verify that information for me. Papa Joe is buried a ways off in
the two-seater Brown family plot where Peggy (divorced) will one
day join him. Peggy had his gravestone engraved “Uncle Bo.” Go
figure.
Peggy tells me privately, under my sworn oath of secrecy, that
Hubert Tatum is the father of Betty Sue Tatum Ferguson, my
mother’s sister, who rests in the village of Franklin. But Hubert is
not the father of Myrtle Nell Tatum Oliver, my mother, who rests
in the village of Groesbeck beside Lawrence, my warrior-king
father.
Myrtle Nell (Myrtle??), herself, legally changed her middle name
to “Nelle-with-an-e” during nursing school because it looked
more French. She effectively ignored the name “Myrtle” until it
just went away, thank god. And “Oliver” sounds much courtlier
than “Tatum.” Look! She succeeded in making her name
WASPish!
Peggy runs the gossip rag in present-day Jewett, population: 801,
so it is her bread and butter to keep up with—and fabricate—all
the goin’s on because, believe yew me, thar’s not much that do go
on.
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See how Ah’ve even started tawkin’ cuntry? Been spendin’ too
much tahm with Grandmother, Ah reckon. Nelle would roll over
in her grave if she heard me talkin’ lak thishere. Ah better stop
steppin’ on cracks.
But surely Peggy’s lying a bit when she claims that the oldest
living person in Jewett (Mrs. Crenshaw—age 101) told her that
Grandmother’s mother set her two girls up as prostitutes? I mean
really, how does that work in a small town like Jewett—present
day population: 801, and they say the population has tripled over
the century? Houston or Dallas, I might believe, but we’re talking
about a few tired sinless Baptist Farmers living in Jewett, Texas, in
1928. Nope. Mrs. Crenshaw’s either crazy or really bored.
However, there’s another story Peggy tells.
Grandmother fell in love with a handsome, very handsome
(Peggy insists) young man who, by the time he was 23, had the
reputation of being an alcoholic. Before Grandmother can tell him
he is the unwed father of my mother, he takes a drunken fall into
the woodland drink that is tangled with water lilies. Peggy says
it was a beautiful Fall morning when they found his empty john
boat rocking on the pond, fishing pole dangling a dried up worm,
and a half empty bottle of moonshine still on the bench They
poked around a little for his body, but the waterlilies, you see . . .
He is a legend now. His ghost haunts those woods, Peggy says.
Now there’s a story I can hang my hat on. And that’s the story
that would be good enough to explain why I can’t be a WASP, for
in my book, birthright illegitimacy puts the squelch on any claim
to social elitism.
But the fact of the matter is I can go one step further than my
illegitimate mother: I’m adopted. The records of my birth burned
up as the hospital of my birth burned down, so says the doctor
who delivered me and gave my birth certificate to his friends, the
adopting parents Nelle and Lawrence Oliver. My birth certificate
says ‘Born to ___blank___.’
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I don’t tell you about my adoption looking for your sympathy.
I know in the Hispanic culture, family is so important. No, on
the contrary, I say it to explain that it is the perfect reality for
citizenship in Camelot—or a slum across the railroad tracks. But,
unfortunately, the only thing I know for sure I inherited is Nelle’s
W.A.S.P.-wannabe neurosis. I guess you could call me a reluctant
WASP, trying to redeem herself in her mother’s dead eyes. To live
in WASPhood is painfully hard work for me. But it is redeeming,
for suffering cleanses the soul, and makes penance effective.
And for sure WASPhood comes in handy when I want to carry the
banner of justice for the Mexican immigrants, el pobres.
Tell ‘em I said that, please?
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The daydreamer Don Quixote de la Mancha with
his “prick at the ready”
By Daniel de Culla
Hand drawing with pen of black ink and colour pencils 29 x 21
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The fighting bull wanting to pillage bullfighter.
(Love to Bulls not Bullfighters)

By Daniel de Culla
Hand drawing with pen of black ink and colour pencils. 21 x 25
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Hit Home

By Daniel de Culla
Going homeward, billowing home
At the home straight
Where all of us breathing mania
I thought:
“I’m privileged to see
The union of sky and earth
Because they lived
At the edge of silence
In front the tower”
But, ghost town, ghost company
Ghost of wo/man’ s presence/absence
Is what makes life so intolerable?
Exposure:
Prostitutes and uniformed bad men
Turned me to dust
Harness straps blades
Crusher’s bins and rations
All going back to earth.
Conversation and reclamation
Gives me wild stretching sand
Unmarked by wo/man
Sensing to be home
As aspiritual and honeyed homing pigeon
Did to me to recognize my nature
To clarify all my needs of a life
Constructed around our openness
And nakedness.
I wanted aloneness, space peace
And clarification of my needs
Just hearing the honk of gooses saying:
“We feel in Love
With these pieces of sky and earth”.
Do You Look:
They do the honor of the house
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Putting the hoodoo on ideals and dreams
So we “emptied ourselves”.
There’s a Buddha in the garden
Where the honkytonk of hooligans
Dance around.
I began to root in home
Impatiently waiting
For Chochette’s entrance into the world
By hook or by crook
Where life and death fill all senses
All forms
All spaces.
Here’s your name
That contains me:
The Holy of Holies of Love
I say
Teaching us about our human hood.
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The Exile Ballad of Josefa “Chipita” Rodríguez
By W.D. Reyes-Mainoux

History is by supremacy — History should not be
One-side narratives that exile Solidarity
Now it’s even more important to pass on
Exile Ballad of Josefa!
“A good old boy” is found dead on her property —
supremacy accuses her of murder and robbery —
$600 in gold is missing from supremacy —
the money is later found near the body
Supremacy convicts Josefa of robbery and murder
Josefa a landowner that wouldn’t sellout to supremacy
Keeping alive her family’s ranch her culture her dignity!
Woman of Color —landowner — Victim of supremacy!
Wild cruel night for San Patricio —
Over plains come bolts of flame and rangers —
Gallopin’ devils — race to her
Two men grab her — evil men drag her to town!
Trial and execution by public hanging —
It’s a Tall tale of shame for the Lone Star state
Don’t let her story die
Don’t let this be an exile ballad!
Only exile supremacy!
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Fighting Xicanos of WWII
By W.D. Reyes-Mainoux

Xicanos can’t rebel — Xicanos can’t have good jobs —
Xicanos can’t vote — Xicanos can’t Pacheco!
“E” company of Texas was formed
In WWII and sent to Italy and fought for the U S
In 1944 they were ordered to attack a Nazi stronghold
Which was believed to be weak and not well equipped
A scout sees stronghold is a lot stronger than realized
Warns superiors but order to attack anyway
Entire company dies in combat. Army hushes
Up incident and company ‘E’ but that’s okay
Don’t need them in America’s history
And U.S. Army’s histories delete the battle record
Don’t need their story polluting history
Xicano Soldiers get lies
Their story is lost missing from conventional —
Historical narratives and the school textbooks
Xicanos can’t rebel — Xicanos can’t have good jobs —
Xicanos can’t vote — Xicanos can’t Pacheco!
Xicano history is American history
Without Xicanos, American history is incomplete
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“If You Don’t Know, Then You Don’t Know”
(Dia De Los Muertos, Not For Sale)
By Sergio de Leon

But when the leaves of grass begin to fade
and the trees oh so tall begin to lean in skeletal shapes,
November, oh you mighty gluttonous November.
(It almost seems fitting to celebrate the dead in the beginning
of a month when the slaughter of many, brought to you by the
precious puritans, is celebrated at the end, HA! thanksgiving, but
hey, I love pumpkin pie too!)
That's when all that seemed normal senses it’s nearness to that
which is not here.
Gone by, gone, bye, good bye, song
the song of which we have all come to know so dear.
My dearest gone in the song of death, a separation of life. A life so
dear!
The soul detaches itself like a snake sheds it’s extra skin, like, get
off of me!
In desperation of leaving, leaving this catacomb of a body that
were stuck in…
Bye, goodbye song.
The plates lay across the alter with foods of favor and colors
brighter than what we tend to see. Sugar skulls painted as if
canvases were scarce and you couldn’t build one? But therein lies
the dichotomy, therein lies the problem, and there, there- in- lies
we speak pretending that the dead can come and see and feast.
Lies, Lies, lies sugar coated, brightly colored lies glazed with
plaster in their eyes and blinding them from their sight.
Sugar cane fields massacred, a sweet sweet genocide! All for the
case of prostituting the cane in the corner as the loved ones try
and visit their long gone’s bones done, deteriorated skin, melted
out, sealed within, a box that cost more than what most of us have
lost.
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Dear people of the deceased that are not in tune with this:
This is the day that the Lord has made and I will return to that
dirty grave!
This is the day of the dead,
not the day to consume!
For consumerism is birth! And is that not the counterpoint? I
point, I finger point, point my finger to you! You Ed Hardy, bag
carrying, clothe wearing, dressing up in traditionalistic colors
causing a glare when I stare, what a joke.
Counter cultures causing creators cleverly conducting colossal
behaviors induced by massive misrepresentations of the sanctity,
of the tradition placed in by the historical crafters
consider this my thesis.
Do you even “day of the dead” Che?
Do you even know “La Muerte”?
Because they did YOLO. You only live once right!? Yea, they’ll
tell you that too son.
And you so freely push hashtags of 140 characters tweeting about
it as if 72 inches of dirt on your coffin is something to tweet tweet
tweet about?
And the 21 grams of soul that is lost is as simple as white powder
snuffed up your nose.
But hey YOLO right? i'll see you next year cuz, “cus” you also
only die once.
And to repeat what I have underlined and may have even over
analyzed and so concise-ly put it:
I'll make it brief,
if you don’t know, then you don’t know.
the glamour of lovers,
the scent of the baking,
the splatter of color,
the shouting of mothers,
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the screaming of babies,
the painting of places,
the fixing of tombs,
the shaving of grooms,
the washing of feet,
the yerba cultura,
the huevo
the cure,
the spitting of vinegar,
the screaming of sound,
the waving of fans, as if heated air conducted freezing winds,
the dresses that spin,
the multitudes barging the fences,
just to see the loved ones and their ashes,
the singing of corridos,
the scraping sound that clenches your teeth as the molcajete is
prepping a massive of feast,
the crying of brothers and the kneeling of sisters,
the sweating of fathers and their feet riddled in blisters,
the past and the present the future of essence,
if you don’t know than you don’t know.
Their tradition is more than a sugar skull you’ve tatted on your
body as to claim pride over a tradition that you have no clue
about.
where did it come from and where will it go…this isn’t your
cotton huh, joe?,
This is the feast of the dead…and it's fake, yes…I know….it’s fake,
it’s lies! As if the dead can rise for one day to feast on the pan
dulce you have symmetrically placed….it’s lies, yes I know…
BUT...
it's the hope...
that we won’t...
be letting go...
and therein lies the battle cry,
don’t let go.
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And who’s to blame someone for wishing to see someone again?
don’t make a mockery, express wonderment when all you claim is
a face full of paint. Read a book. Understand a little more of what
it took. I’ll be happy to share some wealth though... There are
greater Goliaths as I play a David. I’ve got stones but they’ve got
monuments. So no, I don’t claim any cre-di-bi-li-ty.
And no, I’m not calling you out, I’m just reminding you that there
is more to what you think you know.
For well crafted knowledge brings forth well executed wisdom,
and wisdom applied is character, and character developed is
strength and strength, knows... no... bounds!
For nothing hurts more than a man or woman in bondage…I beg,
I plead, say your safe word and (breathe)!
I end with this.
surely seeking thin vision will make you blind.
Open your eyes
There are horizons as the roads are long,
there are skies as the mountains are high, and beyond
there are, there are, their they are. do you see them?
I do..Can I show you
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Part III
On Dying

Time For A New Pair
By Francisco Flores

The decaying smell measured
The number of events which took place
While wearing them.
The laces themselves were filled with blood.
Their age could be told by the number
of lives that had wore them.
These shoes were rancid,
Like when milk gets too old.
With many tears, and a number of colors
Which made up their hue.
Many men had grown old
Inside these shoes, but their time had come to an end.
New ones would replace them with new feet to fill.
Until they too had filled many.
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Old Man

By Topid Ogun
There is an old man in my street
Used to sing a song
Which facts have home in it
That putting forth total strength in fit actions
Will give birth to richest wisdom
That life lies behind us
And what is lost in seemliness
Is gained in strength
That fear always springs from ignorance
That it is one light
Which beams out of a thousands stars
As one soul which animates all men
That the literature of the poor
The feelings of the child
The philosophy of the street
The meaning of household life
Are the topics of time
That time is philosopher
That the law of all nature is in man
Because man is nature
The old man used to sing
That no peace without justice like K.R.S One
That ignorance is myopia
And everybody is an expert to something
And an ignorance to something
That education is the key that open school
That slavery is a state of mind like Saul Willams
That revolutionary mind is change to its society
Because revolution is the root of peace
Oh the old man used to sing this song
Which i will never forget its lyrics
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El Tiempo

By Nadia Contreras
Las mareas,
los astros,
los labios, el fuego,
el hielo inexpresivo,
las cosas del mundo
que quieren ser alcanzadas.
Dejemos, pues,
que esto suceda.
Toda una década
haciendo el ejercicio
con disciplina:
hurgar la sustancia fundible de los ojos,
las venas aglutinadas,
la entraña donde se anida
lo incalculable, lo incoloro,
el glaucoma degenerativo
de las tardes nubladas,
las noches,
el despejado techo.
(Los ojos de mi padre,
se despiden del mundo, su crueldad,
su deteriorado espectáculo;
el color amarillo de la sombra,
no cambia el corazón dañado, dice.)
El ejercicio,
lo imposible
para alcanzar las cosas,
la luz
de profundas cavidades.
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La Calavera, La Luna, Y La Valiente
Linda Hernández
Graphite Drawing
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Strange Light

By Lorraine Caputo
It’s a strange light today
that bathes this
Day of the Dead
A strange stillness
shrouds the silent streets
A man walks by
a single white rose
swaying from his hand
sweeping, gathering
some memory
A strange light
that burns the eyes,
a metallic, a plasmic odor
stinging my nose
A strange light
… illuminating ….
…. what?
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A Certain Aftermath

By Anjela Villarreal Ratliff
		
His beloved tool collections grew like mice in our garage:
wrenches, pliers, screwdrivers of all sizes gradually expanding
into the yard. When he died, we didn’t know what to do with
them. Had our own by then. Though I took the garden
clippers that trimmed and trained his fertile citrus trees, I cannot
bring myself to use them, half-rusted and too large
for my small hands. I took his large key assortment. Can’t say
what they opened. I’d planned to glue them to a surface, frame
them. Instead, they sit unopened. I took one of his varied hats.
He loved them all. His six-foot frame so debonair with a white
vaquero hat gracing his French, Spanish, German features;
sharp contrast to our lovely mother’s short, dark, Mexicanness.
They loved each other to the end. He lived three years after her,
never again would tool, hat or key serve him. One day, I will open
the box, examine all his keys . . . unlock more buried recollections.
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The Chile Fields of Guanajuato
By Jerry W. Bradley

Families come from the highlands to the flat farms
to pick tomatillos in Jalisco, bag coffee beans
in Veracruz, and machete cane in Chiapas.
In Baja they de-stem strawberries, but in the chile fields
of Guanajuato children too young to pick play naked
in puddles while babies sleep in the shade of trucks.
Sometimes there are snakes in the rows;
occasionally someone is crushed by a tractor
or pitched from an open bed.
Some drown in irrigation canals or are struck
by disease. The survivors sleep on hard floors, snore,
rule the abandoned empire of their dreams.
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They Roll the Tarp
By Naomi Ayala

Over the tool truck bed
unfurling the blue morning
move as if winter didn’t weigh down on the body.
Markets could fall and do their dead cat dance
and they would be willing and able
to put in the decorative cabbage, the mums
clean up the sidewalk afterwards
return to dreams of maybe tomorrow when…
For now, they move near the front stoop trails
of rat excrement and pedestrian refuse
make way with shovels and pots
causing the rats to take to tunnels, squirrels
to disperse among the coal black bones
of trees on the block, till one lifts
his head from the hedgerow—daughter stopping by
in Sunday best, newborn at the shoulder
—to say how glad he is
his wife gave him the sight of her
black curls in the wild air
so he could be a grandfather today
among these men.
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Cognitive Dissonance
By Devon Hernandez

I linger in the neglect and silence
of Oxford graduates and Harvard affiliatesretired white men struggling to find sense
through the perspicacity and braggadocio
of their written words
Have you ever considered me?
or was I just the trite, a recommendation
of good conscience?
Far less exciting than ventures into the subconscious,
My body, or the abstract
I say we’ve never met in dreams or remorse
because I don't see myself in your words
but I can see your shadows in mine.
They've resisted your change
but now they don't care,
and approach slowly, Love Struck
Pathetic, Seeking Embrace.
Cold fingers hold supple breasts,
Burning lips yearning to suckle
exuberance. I'll taste ecstasy
You'll grant them abuse,
and by day-fall I’ll know, we’ll know it meant nothingthat I was more, that you were less.
My skin will be no antidote to what I feel and thinkthe cognitive dissonance
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Seasons of the Grave Moons
By W. D. Reyes-Mainoux

Round the sacred fire we sit and the great chief
Of the Apache great warrior Geronimo speaks.
In a dream he had coyotes were attacking a bear
Geronimo tells us the dream is from the Great Spirit.
The bear does not belong in the desert —
The bear is an invader —The beast devours peace
And must be driven off our homes.
A noble war is coming the scattered will gather.
The weak will strengthen and the giant will fall.
Geronimo asks us to join him and destroy the devils.
He reminds us of the devils that murder the earth
And their cavalry hunts — The elders want peace
They say forgive as the Anglo Christ says
Eye for eye is wrong — chief Geronimo says no!
Geronimo says “they sickness unto death
Their new god is hate and evil
Since we must die — let us bravely die
Not of old age but of fighting back brothers
let us bring freedom to them as they to us!”
The moon is a bright red which is an omen
We search deep into the raging flames
Some find the spirit to submit —
few find the spirit to resist
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Yo, la vianda

By Monica Skrzypinski
Ciruelas carnosas,
Manjares de ombligo,
Higos erguidos,
Caireles de sonrisas iluminan mi extravío vagabundo;
Mientras te pienso absorta en la nada de tu virtual inocencia.
Acércate y acaricia mis frutas prohibidas, que la miel de la
ausencia te pide.
Exhorto mis querencias,
Ruego tu presencia.
Manzana de misericordia tríptica,
Acércate e inhala mis urgencias,
Que te pido hoy,
Consumas mis anhelos exquisitos.
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Texas Indigo Snake

By Isidro Montemayor
Black/ Blue/ Purple Ink Pen Sketch
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Shades

By Lorraine Caputo
Cloud-muted sunset sinks into this Caribbean.
In the port, a banana boat has loaded its containers,
betraying the Company’s presence still in this region.
Families play in the warm sea
where almost eighty years ago
a train zoomed through the night
carrying a cargo of hundreds
of bodies from Ciénaga
to here—dumped far off shore
into these waters—striking plantation
workers, their women, their children
Grackles chatter in palm & almond in totumo trees along
this seafront. Ice cream bells chirp.
As the evening darkens blue, lightning pulsating, across
the heavens, the glow of the full moon crests the Sierra Nevada.
As night deepens, waves washing even, foaming.
As that ship steams away.
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White Red Stains
By Jazmin Cruz

Mujeres hermosas
Mis mujeres
Muy hermosas
I hear them,
In the back of the
Jeep.
Sobbing, crying
Groaning and moaning
Pat her back
'Shh. Estas bien,
No llores.'
The sobbing intensifies
Moans grow
'Que te calles!'
Thrown on her side
The other girls silence.
Almost home, heartbroken
To donate my girls
'Alberto, saca la meza'
'Quien me llevó?'
Hold up her chin
Cheeks stained by tears
Beautiful, pure tears.
Save this one.
'Llévate la rosita'
'Rosita' kicks and screams
I take the sorrowful one
It's rickety,
Ashamed to have her see this
More clean tears
Swollen cheeks
So beautiful
So pure
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Ella es toda mía.
Red bursts out her mouth,
Once beautiful mouth.
Same as the others.
Angered by
Sudden lack of
Purity
Was mine
Now belongs in hell.
'Pura porquería!'
Takes one last fall
Eyes silently close
Now sleeps forever
As the rest of her
Gets shipped off to others
To share her
Purity.
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Sardinas

By Griselda J. Castillo
descabezadas en latas ovaladas
meneando en salsa de tomate
las sardinas me recuerdan a
mi padre
cinco espaldas azules, empacadas
pancita de plata sobre pancita de plata
collares chuecos como su espalda
sentado en la mesa, son los puntos
de su bigote canoso
se las comía sobre galletas botoneando,
una isla jorobada dejando caller tenedor como tridente
pescando las caderas de sirenas
aceite y sangre ensuavecen cuadros salados
llevados por su lengua enorme a las tripas,
un cardumen de pez tragado tiernamente
si es conveniente a su boca, el pez morderá
confiando en la carne suave atada con ganchos
fue un buen hombre pero se atrapó
como sardina atraída al plancton
estirada a la baja por appetitos
lanzandola por las escamas
y en éxtasis no pudo escuchar
el tintineo de los anillos
no pudo ver la red encarcelandola
en una bolsa
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The Island of the Dolls
By Jerry W. Bradley

The sons of ancient cultures
take legends seriously, and secretive men
respect simple signs: when an eagle perched
on a cactus in the middle of a dying lake,
the first Aztec souvenir was born.
Escaping Mexico City’s sprawl for the afternoon,
we board a non-motorized trajinera and pay the boatmen
to pole us through the Xochimilco canals
where (reportedly) the last axolotls live. The craft’s
floral arches are as ornate as the gates of mansions.
Soon a barge of mariachis draws near;
one extends his sombrero for tips,
as an enfilade of vendors speeds
close behind to fox us out of cash.
Just like the salamanders, we gringos are on our own.
The best-known of the floating chinampas
is Isla de las Muñecas, the Island of the Dolls,
where a loner once fished the body of a drowned girl
from the water. A doll washed up
the next day, and he hung it from a branch.
Today dozens of broken bodies, some decapitated,
others with severed limbs, adorn the trees and fences.
Their soulless eyes haunt the place;
rumors fly like the whispers of wailing women.
Only the charmed can hear the first sign of madness.
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Inerme

By Monica Skrzypinski
Oficialmente su nombre era Casandra, pero desde antes de
nacer, ya la llamaban Roela. Su mamá decía que se movía
mucho y nunca se estaba quieta dentro de su vientre. “Nunca te
aquietes…” le susurraba mientras se acariciaba su abdomen en
medio de la noche. No la dejaba dormir; se movía constantemente.
Creo que pasó nueve meses sin poder dormir.
Su padre tenía la costumbre de no poder estarse quieto, siempre se
movía, aunque estuviera sentado, movía un pie o jugaba con sus
pulgares, pero nunca estaba inmóvil; por eso desde antes de nacer,
su madre sin querer la bautizó clandestinamente con el nombre
que llevaría de por vida, el nombre de su progenitor: Roel.
Roela fue inquieta. Su familia no recordaba un día en que hubiera
estado sentada jugando con sus muñecas. Por el contrario,
constantemente andaba afuera, trepada en las copas de los
árboles. “Bájate, muchacha loca” le gritaba su abuela. Pero eso
no bastaba. La chiquilla tenía la habilidad de un mono, destreza
que era envidiada por los chavales del barrio. No solamente
encumbraba árboles con gran pericia, corría como gacela y poseía
el mejor tino para las canicas.
Su colección de esferitas vítreas era incalculable. Tenía sus
preferidas, como las que ganaba después de un difícil juego, o
aquellas que su papá le regalaba tras bambalinas, acompañadas
con un guiño solapador. Su juego favorito era el rombo que
con su tiro que la caracterizaba, el “chiras pelas” la hacía una
contendiente de peligro. Su mamá y su abuela reprobaban su
elección de juegos y los niños ya no querían jugar con ella, porque
estaban conscientes de su pericia y para no variar se quedarían sin
sus preciados tesoros.
A pesar de todos esos atributos un poco masculinos, Roela
exudaba feminidad por todos sus poros. Siempre traía atadas sus
trenzas con coquetos moños de colores. Se aseguraba de cruzar
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sus pier nas una vez estando en la copa del árbol. A petición
de su abuela, usaba hermosos vestidos de algodón de colores
llamativos, siempre y cuando fueran amplios y le permitieran
subir las ramas con su acordada soltura.
Era única y su madre lo sabía, por eso nunca le preocupó su
machorrería. Sabía que algún día esa etapa pasaría y que su hija
sería la señorita de sociedad que siempre había soñado.
Al pasar de los años y el abandono de las trenzas, Roela nunca
se había enamorado de nadie, a pesar de todos los pretendientes
revoloteando a su alrededor. No sabía lo que era “sentir
mariposas” en el estómago como sus compañeras de clases
clamaban sentir un día si y el otro también. Quería sentir esa
sensación que le robaba el sueño a sus amigas, ese revoloteo del
que tanto platicaban. Parecía ser un sentimiento transformador.
Ellas le prometían que el momento en que las sintiera, quedaría
prendida de aquél que lograra esa conmoción en sus vísceras.
Tuvieron razón, Roela las sintió y quedó cautiva del cosquilleo al
instante, sin embargo no sólo sintió las alas batir aceleradamente
en su estómago, sino recorrieron uno a uno sus sentidos,
culminando en el sentimiento más erótico que jamás hubiera
imaginado. Se consumía.
Caminaba del brazo de su padre en la calle principal, como quien
tiene todo el tiempo del mundo. Atractiva, femenina, segura de sí
misma.
Roela la vio, ella era nueva en el pueblo. Ambas se miraron con un
sello de complicidad. Mariposas. Zonas erógenas que no existían
en su mapa corporal, clamaban su nombre y delineaban fronteras.
Desde ese día fueron inseparables. Pero al mismo tiempo las
habladurías no se hicieron esperar.
Roela no entendía por qué su familia estaba tan distante con ella
y al mismo tiempo tan molesta. Ella no había cambiado; seguía
siendo la misma de siempre.
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Sus padres la sentaron en la sala, o por lo menos eso intentaron,
por que como era de costumbre, Roela paseaba de un lado a
otro, dando largos y agitados pasos. No podía comprender por
qué ahora que había encontrado las mariposas, su felicidad, se la
querían arrebatar. Escuchó sin escuchar que ya la habían inscrito
a un colegio de señoritas en la ciudad, “te vas mañana mismo”,
“es por tu bien”, “estarás contenta” decían, pero lo único que su
cerebro registraba era la pérdida. Iba a perder su tan buscada
emoción y no estaba dispuesta a hacerlo. Había encontrado las
mariposas y no las iba a dejar ir.
Subió las escaleras de dos en dos hacia su cuarto, iba enfurecida,
perdida, ofuscada. Lágrimas que no pedían permiso le rodaban
por sus mejillas. Se sentó al borde de su cama. Con las dos manos
se apretaba su vientre. Lloraba en desesperación. Le faltaba el
aire. Se levantó de la cama y con sus manos acarició el edredón
de mariposas que cubría su cama. Delicadamente rastreó con
la punta de sus dedos las alas del hermoso insecto rosa que
adornaba la cubierta acolchada.
Después de un largo tiempo, su madre presintió que algo andaba
mal; no se escuchaba ruido alguno. Sabía que cuando su hija
estaba en casa, no había un minuto de silencio. No se oía nada.
Subió las escaleras. Ya era tarde… llegó tarde… para cuando
entró, Casandra ya había emprendido el vuelo… extendiendo sus
alas como una mariposa.
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When He Slept
By Naomi Ayala

The house would contract and expand
like a giant lung to accommodate him.
When he was awake
he had trouble coming and going
would eat too much, feel miserable.
Inside him everything was always
about to burst—the gnarled boughs
of old loves, his anger, hope’s trembling hands.
In the afternoon sun he drank his beer
and dug up the earth.
He was always too good for this
too good for that. Never trust a man
who keeps money in the freezer.
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Trying Times

By Brittany Mendez
Reminiscing in the times we had; I can’t really say I missed any
of them. I admit they were nice. Would I jump at the opportunity
again, maybe. But then again, who’s to say what would happen
in the moment? I do miss you, though. That, no one can hide. I’ve
missed you since the day you left, and haven’t stopped since.
My best friend in high school was a stoner. He and I did
everything together. We took trips together, laughed together,
cried together. We never really felt the need for anyone’s
approval. Society was our bitch. At least, we liked to think so. My
friend was great. He could play the saxophone and guitar like no
one’s business. We always talked about how he’d go to Juilliard
and how we’d share an apartment. He’d start his career as a
singer/songwriter. I on the other hand, had planned to become
a corporate pig on Wall Street. Yeah, we were dreamers and our
sense of humor was something you slowly had to succumb to. But
we were doers. We had ideas and we went for them.
Granted, Terry was a little more passive about things than I was.
There were times when his expression showed his being was at
peace with the world, and there was nothing anyone could do
to shake that from him. When Terry wasn’t smoking, he was
working on his exit exams. See, Terry and I had tested out of a
dozen AP exams. We studied hard because we knew what we
wanted. There was no way we were going to stay in this shit town
and rot with no purpose like the rest of the fools here. I was taught
to dream and Terry was taught how to fend for himself. Together,
we were unstoppable. I looked one way and he helped me get
there. Times were great, until they weren’t.
Terry and I would sit in his mom’s car every day after school.
Even though neither of us had our license, it’d didn’t stop us from
going places. Terry would get in the driver’s seat and I in the
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passenger. He’d fix his mirrors, we’d put on our seat belts and
he’d push the START button. Without a destination, Terry
and I spent hours talking and imagining the places we’d end
up in. Sometimes it was a general location, like Denver. We
imagined ourselves skiing down mountains, consumed by the
snow, laughing at each other because we couldn’t really get the
momentum going. It was horrible, but it was fantastic. Other times
we ended up at the Kentucky Club on the opposite side of El Paso.
Don’t get me wrong; it’s not the safest place, especially for young
ones like us. But we somehow survived; reason being was that we
never actually left the garage.
I remember the first day I met Terry. My head wasn’t in the right
place. Surrounded by ironic posters and oddly satisfying quotes,
I laid dormant in the corner of my room. Tears falling, one right
after the other, the inaudible banter slowly dissipated as I tried
to find something to calm my nerves. It started to get worse; I sat
there in fetal position, rocking myself back and forth. I couldn’t
take it anymore! I took both my hands and slammed them against
the sides of my face. I thought it would help the shaking, but it
didn’t. Instead, it just felt like I was beating a drum to a rhythm
that I didn’t know the words to. I started yelling, “Stop, stop,
please just stop.” Tears were uncontrollable. An emotion I thought
I could control slipped from under me and clutched the reins
forcefully. It felt as if I was chained at the bottom of an 8 ft pool.
Attempting to hold my breath long enough to where I could
somehow reach the surface. Shaking frantically, I realize that there
was no one there to save me.
My tears subsided and I finally made out the sunlight peering
through my window. The prominent rays stood silent as I
mustered enough energy to get closer to them. That’s when I first
saw him. I peered through the window and there he was. A boy,
probably the same age as me, lying ever so comfortably under this
ginormous oak tree. I remember thinking how solemn the look on
his face was and wondering if he ever had “attacks” like I did. But
probably not. In that moment he looked perfect. He looked as if he
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was at complete peace with the world. It made me jealous.
I stared at him for a while, it seemed like a lifetime. Surprisingly,
just the simple sight of him at peace calmed me. It was as if he’d
spoken to me without words. I finally felt at rest. So much that
I fell asleep on the windowsill. That was the best slumber I ever
had. I’d begun to dream of clouds and the infinite possibilities that
lay ahead. There were no restrictions or reality to what I could do.
I found myself sailing in a vast sea where I could jump out at
any point in time and lay floating alongside the boat. Birds were
humming softly and the wind caressed my body. The sky was a
gentle blue and after a few moments of drifting, the sea became
sand: luscious, peaceful sand, the kind that you could sink your
feet into and then escape effortlessly. Gorgeous palms rustled
against one another as the sea rhythmically danced with them.
My dream was hindered by the steady beat of a fist. My eyes
unexpectedly rushed to the sound. Upon regaining consciousness,
I realized he was outside my window. Franticly, my eyes bulged
and I cringed, frozen. He smiled and loudly asked, “Do you
always fall asleep on your windowsill? If so, I kinda dig it…
What’s your name?” The window was sealed and I was debating
whether or not I should open it.
“Sarah…” I managed to mumble.
“SARA? I can’t hear you. The window’s kinda closed…”
The nerve of this boy… I mumbled a little louder. “It’s Sarah…”
“Sara… I still can’t hear you.” He exclaimed as he pointed to the
lock on my window. Talking to myself, I thought, “This guy isn’t
going to stop, is he? And he’s mispronouncing it! Fine, I’ll open it,
but only to correct his pronunciation.” So there I went; I stood up
and tried to reach the lock. But my body pressed up against the
glass and I didn’t feel like I was ever going to reach the lock. So I
tried to explain to him that it was impossible for me to open and
he looked at me in disappointment. He shook his head, picked up
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his eyebrows, and glanced over at the bottom of the window. He
looked me straight in the eyes, put his hands out in front of him,
as if he was giving thanks to God and raised them. I was beyond
confused and he did it repeatedly. After realizing I wasn’t getting
it, he shook his head again. Frustrated, he pointed at the bottom of
the window and then followed by doing that God praising thing.
It finally hit me. He wanted me to try to push up the window.
Dumbass. I looked at him… as if I hadn’t already tried that. I
grabbed the corner ends of the window and lifted. Shit. It was
already open. Fuck.
He started laughing uncontrollably and my face filled rose, as
if someone had just taken a strike. After a few moments, he
composed himself. Extremely smooth, he tossed his head and
said, “Hey, how’s it going?” My face still vibrantly flushed, I
glanced at him briefly and then gawked at the ground.
“Hey, it’s okay. It happens.” He said.
My eyes slowly lifted and I stared into his kind eyes, muttering,
“It’s Sarah.”
“Sarah? Oh, not Sara. I’m sorry, I couldn’t really hear you earlier.”
“It’s fine. I just had to tell you because sometimes people get mad
if I don’t correct them when they mispronounce my name.”
“Oh. I see. So Sarah… Do you usually fall asleep on windowsills
like that?”
“What?... Oh. No, not really.”
“Hmm, so what was the inspiration this time?”
“What..?” I’d been staring at his face and how there was hardly
any stubble, only perfection. His beard was neatly trimmed
and his entire face was so clean. He was a very handsome guy.
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He stood humbly at 5’ 8,” with fair light skin. He had blue eyes
and a beard that seemed so perfect, you’d thought God himself
handcrafted it.
“Sarah…” He humbly asked…
“Sorry, I was just trying to comprehend your question. Could you
say it again?”
“Oh, I was just asking what inspired you to take a nap on the
windowsill.”
“Ohh…” I awkwardly said. “I….umm, I don’t really know.”
“I see. Don’t talk to strangers and all that jazz, hmm?”
“Well, no, not really. I, um, I just…”
“It’s okay.” He looked at his watch and said, “I have to get going
now, catch you another time?”
“Mhmm.” I nodded and he walked off.
Half way down the street, I realized he never told me his name!
I stuck my head out the window and yelled, “Hey.” But my yells
are equivalent to that of a mouse. He wasn’t able to hear me and it
was then that I thought I’d never see him again. Fortunately, I was
wrong.
Two days passed and it was Monday again. I woke up to the yells
of my mother, “You’re late. Get your ass up and get in the car.”
“Yes mother…” I murmured under my breath, with my eyes
rolled back and an attitude so strong it embedded itself into the
walls. I jumped out of bed, washed my face, brushed my teeth and
then changed my clothes. I’m not much for pants, I prefer shorts
or a nice skirt, but for some odd reason, I’d decided to wear jeans
and a fitted T. My jeans were fairly new and didn’t have much
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wear to them. My t-shirt on the other hand was a little more
eccentric. It was a solid grey and it hilariously read, “ I can be
your private dancer.” The laugh I had when my friend had
given me the shirt, priceless. The shirt itself was brand new and
I really hadn’t found the right occasion to wear it, but that day
was different. I didn’t really care about what other people said. I
did take a cardigan, just in case the admins had a problem with
it. While my mom was yapping my ear off about the fact that ‘I’
made her late, I got in the car and put on my lipstick and mascara.
She dropped me off at the school parking lot and she sped away.
I watched as she went from 10 to 50 mph and she disappeared
into the morning sun. The bell rang and I had 3 minutes to make
it to English, which was on the other side of campus. I walked
attentively, staring at all the sloths that seemed as if they hadn’t
heard the bell. Shuffling feet, misdirection and banging of lockers
reigned throughout.
As I grabbed the door of my English class, there he was. Leaning
up against the navy lockers immersed in a book that I never
actually got around to finishing, which is a shame, because the
first half that I read was actually pretty great. So that’s why I’d
never noticed him before! It was the beanie. He was always
wearing a beanie. I usually tend to stay away from boys who
wear beanies. They seem to be nothing but trouble. Mystery in
their eyes and hair that never seems to grow correctly, ending up
either curly or wavy, adding to that stereotypic scene. Something
about them just attracts me and I don’t like it. I stayed frozen for a
second, looking his direction and just my luck, he turned the page
and looked up. He smiled and I frantically responded with a half
smile/awkward look.
“Hi…” I managed to muster.
“Hey.” He replies with a big grin on his face.
Our conversation was cut short, thanks to the brutal reality of
the tardy bell. A security guard took him to the principal’s office
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and I, frozen, was rudely brought back to reality by my teacher’s
comment.
“The world will not be waiting for you, Sarah. Would you like to
join us for class today?”
The audacity that woman had. You give a teacher a little bit of
power and they think they can rule the world. The entire time
in class, I couldn’t bring myself to think straight. What could his
name be? It must be something dumb like Jacob, John, or Joseph.
Please God, don’t let his name be Matt. I bet you he skates, too.
He just has that look. I was drawn to him, but simultaneously
repulsed. I couldn’t choose.
Mrs. Analise dismissed class with her assessment on the great
Langston Hughes and 2 tedious homework assignments that were
due promptly the next morning. I gathered my things, put them in
my bag and walked towards my next class. To my surprise, there
he was, just outside my classroom.
“Hey.” He uttered.
“Are we ever going to have an actual conversation?”
I chuckled and said, “It depends…”
“On?” he replies.
“On what you want to talk about.”
That was the beginning of an unbreakable two-year friendship.
Soon enough, I learned his name. It wasn’t too bad. I also learned
that he liked to smoke. And I discovered I didn’t entirely hate the
smell. Terry came from a broken family. His father left him and
his mother when Terry was one. Terry’s mom always provided
for the two of them. She’d pay the bills and Terry would do the
chores. Terry never questioned his mother; neither did he blame
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her for his father’s absence. Terry would only smoke when he
wanted to get away from it all, unfortunately for him, that feeling
came often. He explained to me how I was the only person he
could really talk to. Other people would come and go from his
life, but I wouldn’t. I was the only thing that actually stayed
constant while the entire world shifted. And so, we held on to
each other for dear life.
I’d spend most of my afternoons with him, studying. In the course
of 18 months, we’d managed to get our GPA’s from sad 2.3 -2.4’s
to my 3.8 and Terry’s 3.9. It’s not that we suddenly felt smarter or
anything; it was the fact that we pushed each other to do better
so we could both escape. Sometimes I’d stop and think of where
we would end up but my mind would go blank. It’s nothing but
white walls at every turn. Other times I imagine us head over
heels in love with our career paths in New York. I’d get home
and bitch about how much money I was supposed to be making.
Terry would get home and look at me, only to ask, “Where do you
want to go now?” Constant long enjoyable road trips. Sometimes
it was to Boston, other times to Augusta. There was never a dull
moment. Terry never let there be.
Then came August 13th, 2012. A date I’ll never forget. We were
driving back from a Lukas Graham concert; it was probably three
or four in the morning when we left the after party. I was drunk
off my ass and Terry told me it was okay. Terry wanted me to
let loose and have fun. He said I deserved to. I don’t remember
him drinking. I think he decided to stay the responsible one. I
honestly don’t remember how much I drank. I lost count after the
7th shot. But I do remember getting in the car and talking to him.
We’d decided to stay the night at a hotel because our houses were
too far to drive that late at night. All I remember was heading to
the hotel with my bag in hand, sitting in the passenger seat as
you drove. We were listening to the Beatles and as the chorus
continued, we sang, “Here comes the Sun…” A rush of fear
jumped me as ‘the sun’ made it’s way to us. A few hours later I
woke up at a hospital two towns over. I was so confused. Once
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I finally realized that I’d been in a car accident… I started to ask
for Terry. The doctors kept giving me weird looks. I kept asking
them, “Where’s Terry? What have you done with Terry?!”
“Terry!” I yelled. “Where are you?”
But no one gave me a straight answer.
My mother showed up shortly after I woke, asking if I was okay.
She was scolding me asking how I could be so stupid, going to a
concert by myself. I tried to reassure her that I wasn’t by myself,
that Terry was with me. She began to yell at me, saying, “Stop
that. We’ve talked about this. There is no Terry.”
I looked at her appalled. I knew she never really liked Terry,
but to say he didn’t exist, that was a new low. Every time I tried
looking for Terry, the doctors would sit me back in bed and press
a few buttons on that IV machine. A few times they even shot up
this clear little tube with God knows what. All I remember was
falling asleep soon after; they probably did that a total of ten times
in my stay there. Each day I’d get up and look for you because
none of those bastards would give me a straight answer.
I knew there was no way you had died because you promised me
that we’d never leave each other’s side. So every day, there I was
looking through the rooms, until they caught me and put me back
in bed.
On my last day there, they didn’t find me. It’s as if they’d given
up putting me back in bed and just let me run around reckless.
I returned to my room out of my own free will. But when I
opened the door, I saw a manila folder underneath my food
tray from earlier that morning. I didn’t remember putting it
there. The nurse probably forgot it when she was taking out the
trash or something. I walked over to the folder, grabbed it and
laid it open on my sadly colored bed. The mesh of dirty white
and tan sheets seemed to only unveil death and highlight the
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loneliness in the room. Under “Sarah Walker” it read, “Possible
Schizophrenia.” Unrelentingly, the word rang in my ear, again
and again. Schizophrenia, Schizophrenia, Schizophrenia. Why did
that word feel so familiar? My head couldn’t comprehend. I didn’t
understand why I felt there was so much truth in that word,
Schizophrenia.
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Gideon Cecil is from Guyana. He is a prolific poet, fiction writer
and freelance journalist. He holds a bachelor and a master's degree in divinity also a degree in freelance journalism. He has won
several literary awards at home and abroad. He has published poetry, short stories, essays and articles in magazines, journals and
newspapers at home and abroad. He has over 300 poems, articles,
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Jesus Cortez is a poet from West Anaheim, California. He is a
child of a single mother who immigrated to the U.S. at the age of
9. Jesus has been writing since high school. His work is inspired
by life, struggles, and hope.
Charles McGregor teaches composition and creative writing at
the University of Texas Rio Grande Valley. His poetry, often dealing with queer issues, can be found in modest literary magazines
such as Xenith, Enhance, No Infinite, Boundless, Portland Review,
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freelance writer, editor, and teacher, and lives in Washington, DC.
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Mexicali, Mexico and raised in Fullerton, CA. Love of stories has
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College Teaching Credential 1989. Instructor Fullerton College. He
has worked primarily as a playwright.
Trier Ward is a mother, poet, and scientist. She lives in Albuquerque, New Mexico and performs at open mics in the area. Her poetry appears in various anthologies and online forums including
The Nervous Breakdown, Bohemia, and Mad Swirl. Her first book
of poetry, Bruises and Love Bites, is available at lulu.com. Her
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yahoo.com.
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Lucio has taught in secondary public schools and is currently
teaching writing and composition courses at TSC and UTRGV.
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She married the love of her life, Juan David, and has 3 children,
Monica Leah, David Daniel, and Erika Teresa. She also works for
the University of California Berkeley as a National Writing Project Consultant and travels conducting writing workshops in two
languages.
Lorraine Caputo is a documentary poet, translator and travel
writer. Her works appear in over 100 journals on five continents.
She has done over 200 literary readings, from Alaska to the Patagonia. In March 2011, the Parliamentary Poet Laureate of Canada
chose her verse as poem of the month. For the past decade, Ms.
Caputo has been journeying through Latin America, listening to
the voices of the pueblos and Earth. You may follow her travels
at Latin America Wanderer: www.facebook.com/lorrainecaputo.
wanderer.
Priscila Montalvo is a creative person. She likes to write poems.
She is currently attending her first semester in college. Priscila
lives in Los Fresnos TX.
Robert Hinojosa moved to the Rio Grande Valley in 2001. Prior
to moving to the Valley he had spent his youth on various US Air
Force military bases where his father served as a military law enforcement officer. Robert was born in Landstuhl, Germany where
he made the first of many friends from different cultures. Robert
had never considered a hometown until he moved to the Valley,
and now calls it home. Robert is currently an education major at
UTRGV.
Sarah Rafael García is a writer, community educator, and traveler. Since publishing Las Niñas, she founded Barrio Writers. Her
writing has appeared in LATINO Magazine, Contrapuntos III,
Outrage: A Protest Anthology For Injustice in a Post 9/11 World,
La Tolteca Zine, Lumen Magazine, among others. Sarah Rafael
is currently the Editor for the annual Barrio Writers anthology
and Co-editor of the Pariahs: Writing from Outside the Margins
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Anjela Villarreal Ratliff is the author of several chapbooks. Her
poems have appeared in various publications, including Cantos
al Sexto Sol: An Anthology of Aztlanahuac Writing, Lifting the
Sky: Southwestern Haiku & Haiga, The Enigmatist, Blue Hole,
2014 Texas Poetry Calendar, Australian Latino Press, di-vêrsécity 2016, Boundless 2016, and the forthcoming Bearing the Mask:
Southwestern Persona Poems. A native Tejana, she lives in Austin,
Texas.
W.D. Reyes-Mainoux,"Reyes" is my mother's maiden name and
I feel it deserves recognition. I am a grad of the old UTPA and
earning a second degree at UTRGV. I believe decolonization is a
very important issue and if not addressed it can lead to separation
of one's culture. Parts of history are deleted and I think if explored
it will lead to a better understanding of the world.
Aurora Rebeca Ramos is a young Chicana writer from Los Angeles, currently living in the Bay Area. She has a degree in English
with an option in creative writing from CSU East Bay.
Marissa is a high school teacher and adjunct instructor in Fresno
with MFA roots in San Diego.
Fernando Meisenhalter is of German ancestry, raised in Mexico
City, a full-time immigrant in the US since 1995, and a God-fearing citizen since 2002. He’s MFA-free, has somehow survived
the brutal gentrification of the San Francisco Bay Area, and still
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short listed for the Brilliant Flash Fiction Magazine’s 2016 Writing
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International Caucus, Poets of the World, and others. Director of
Gallo Tricolor Review and Robespierre Review. He has participated in Festivals of Poetry and Theater in Madrid, Burgos, Berlin,
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into forever (2014)display at the American literature Association
Conference (2015) at Boston and was in Kent State University and
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1(2014),Stolen Flowers (2015),Reclaiming our voices(2015),Muse
For World peace first edition (2015) which was featured in World
Poetry Peace and Human Rights Exhibition (Feb 3 - March 30
2016) at the University of British Colombia - Canada., Outrage:
A protest anthology for injustice in a Post 9/11World(2015).Hark
back to ancient and rebuild the world(2015) and in Maganda magazine: Critical Mass(2015)The Criterion ; International journal in
English Vol.7 issues 1(2016).
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Sergio A. Ortiz is the founding editor of Undertow Tanka Review.
He is a two time Pushcart nominee and a four time Best of the
Web nominee. His poems have been published in over five hundred Journals and Anthologies.
Serge Deleon is an up and coming Latino Culture Artivist from
the frontera of the Rio Grande Valley. Majoring in English, Deleon is also minoring in Mexican-American studies and is looking
at pursuing his MFA or Masters in Anthropology. Born in Monterrey Mexico, but growing up in McAllen Texas, Deleon carries
a unique perspective of border culture as he finds himself most
relating to the “hyphen” in the classification “Mexican-American.”
Brittany Mendez is a writer and an aspiring poet from Deep
South Texas. As a travel enthusiast and a full-time grad student,
she spends her days discovering new places to write. From riding
a helicopter through snowy mountains in Southern Alaska, to
exploring the wondrous heart of Graceland, she is constantly on
the look out for adventure.
YoLuke Mendez is a computer savvy, technology driven
individual. Luke spends his time as a full-time student, studying
computer information systems. He also shares his passion through
his artwork. Luke sketches, draws and shares his talent, through
his family, in hopes of one day being a graphic designer for
Disney.
Cal Ramos is a Criminal Justice major at the University of Texas
Rio Grande Valley. He is well versed in psychology, government,
as well as technology. Cal developed a passion for art through
photography. He strives to capture pure, authentic emotion in
every photo.
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Dr. Christopher Carmona is a published author, as well as a
Creative Writing professor at the University of Texas at Rio
Grande Valley (UTRGV). He always finds a way to integrate
interactive lessons into his classroom. He has spent well over a
decade educating young minds in various literary genres, from
poetry to screenplays. Two of his former students, Elizabeth
Alanis, an ambitious editor, and Brittany Mendez, an aspiring
poet, collaborated with Dr. Carmona in effort to provide UTRGV
students with even more opportunities. Together they worked
on the Chachalaca Review, an annually student run anthology,
composed of art, photography, poems, and fiction from members
of the community.
Elizabeth Alanis has a BA in English from UTRGV and is in the
process of obtaining her Masters of Science in Publishing from
the University of Houston-Victoria. She hopes use her knowledge
and skills to become a Managing Editor, but is also interested in
the marketing aspect of publishing. Due to her background in
education, she would like to host writing/ literary workshops for
community members. Her vision is to contribute to the spread of
the literature and the love to read.
Brittany Mendez also graduated from UTRGV with a BA in
English. Brittany is currently working towards her Masters of
Science in Non-Profit Management through Our Lady of the Lake
University. She hopes to use the knowledge she has gathered
thus far to create a nonprofit of her own that unites low-income
schools from around the nation in effort to provide better learning
opportunities for future generations.

